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Abstract 
General-purpose operating systems, like Linux, Windows NT, optimize average 
performance and try to give every process a fair share of compute time. But the goal of 
real-time operating system (RTOS) is to guarantee precise timing and predictable 
performance rather than average performance. Nowadays several RTOS are being developed 
by different research groups to make the free Linux a viable platform to support real-time 
requirements while retaining its general-purpose features. But the existing RT-Linux versions 
provide limited resource access control support, which is necessary to prevent priority 
inversion and deadlock. 
In this thesis, we modify FSMLabs' RTLinux, which provides a loadable scheduler for 
fixed priority-driven scheduler, to accommodate two popular resource access control 
protocols, namely, Priority Inheritance and Priority Ceiling Protocols. We make suitable 
modifications in APis to support these protocols while still maintaining backward 
compatibility. A last-in-first-out (LIFO) queue is introduced to simplify the implementation 
of Priority Ceiling Protocol. We have also developed a graphical simulation tool of the 
schedulers. Finally, we use several examples to test and verify the implementation. 
Power efficiency is a very important aspect in embedded systems, many of which have 
real-time requirements. Based on the characteristic of the prevailing CMOS process, 
Real-time Dynamic Voltage Scaling (RT-DVS) can dramatically reduce the energy dissipation 
by dynamically lowering the supply voltage and execution frequency, while still meeting 
tasks' deadlines. By carefully studying the behavior of the optimal execution curve of the 
stochastic execution time task set, we propose a new RT-DVS algorithm, which can acquire a 
near-optimal performance and when the variance of computation time of tasks approaches 
zero, the average energy dissipation converges to the optimum. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This thesis contains two parts. The first part presents the implementation and experimental 
analysis of resource access control protocols in Real-time Linux (RT-Linux). Although several 
efficient scheduling algorithms are available for real-time systems, without resource access control, 
problem like priority inversion [3] may happen. We will implement Rate Monotonic Scheduling 
protocol (RMS) [13), Priority Inheritance Protocol (PIP) and Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [3][ 4) 
by modifying FSMLabs' RTLinux [14][15), which only provides a basic preemptive static 
priority-driven scheduler. New schedulers are tested by several task sets and performances are 
evaluated by both mathematical analysis and experimental result. 
The second part proposes a novel Real-time Dynamic Voltage Scaling based scheduling 
algorithm. The new algorithm is based on the study of the optimal execution curve of a single task, 
which, according to our knowledge, can gain a big improvement than the existing algorithms. 
Introduction of this part can be found in section 6.1. 
1.1 Real-time Systems 
The wide use of modern microcomputers has extended to such systems as robotics, aviation, 
manufacturing, surgery, communication, virtual reality application, embedded system and multimedia 
system. These systems are characterized by their stringent timing constraints [1], i.e. they all need the 
tasks be executed in a predictable time intervals. If the task cannot finish within the designated 
deadline, catastrophic consequences may happen, or the value of the system may degrade. 
Generally, real-time systems are classified into two categories: soft real-time systems and 
hard real-time systems [1][2). Hard real-time system need all hard deadlines always be met; otherwise 
the system is infeasible or operating incorrectly. In this sense, hard real-time deadline is deterministic, 
and the timing behavior must be known in advance. Soft real-time computing is the general and more 
frequent case: the value of the task decreases with the extent to which it exceeds the deadline. So their 
timing requirements are statistically defined. The system only needs to provide a specified guarantee. 
General-purpose operating system (GPOS) such as Linux optimizes average performance and 
tries to give every process a fair share of compute time and maximize the system throughput. 
However it does not have sufficient timing support for real-time applications, especially hard-time 
applications, while real-time OS (RTOS) can provide a deterministic environment for functions such 
as process scheduling, resource allocation, etc. 
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1.2 Objective 
Nowadays, a wide range of research has been done in real-time systems. Several commercial 
and research real-time systems have emerged [7][8] [9][ 1 O] [ 11]. However, because of those specially 
designed systems or their commercial purpose, most of them are not open-coded and lack design tools 
and software support, thus not a good choice for research purpose. RT-Linux is a modified version of 
Linux so that it can run real-time tasks. RT-Linux takes the advantages of charge-free, open-source 
properties of Linux and can satisfy the demand of real-time tasks, thus an ideal platform for real-time 
applications and for research uses. Several versions of RT-Linux systems available [12][14], however, 
they only provide limited real-time support. One of the objectives of this thesis is to expand the 
RTLinux (FSMLabs' RT-Linux) to accommodate more task scheduling algorithms, and most 
importantly, resource access control protocols. 
1.3 Research Overview 
In this project, we implemented the following algorithms: 
1. Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) algorithm. RMS 1s a static priority-driven 
scheduler with the least-period task having the highest priority. 
2. Priority Inheritance Protocol. In circumstances where resources are shared by several 
tasks, priority inversion problem may occur. This happens when a low-priority task blocks a 
high-priority task because it has a lock on a shared resource, a middle-priority task may preempt the 
low-priority task, thus causing unbounded delay for the high priority task. Priority Inheritance 
Protocol solves the priority inversion problem by let the lower priority task inherit the priority of the 
higher priority task it blocks. The high priority can prevent it from being preempted by middle 
priority tasks. We add several fields in the mutex structure and make some modification of mutex 
lock and unlock functions to implement the priority inheritance, while keep the original 
priority-driven scheduler untouched. 
3. Priority Ceiling Protocol. Unfortunately, Priority Inheritance may lead to deadlock. If 
two tasks simultaneously require the resources the other occupies, both tasks will suspend forever. 
Priority Ceiling protocol solves deadlock problem and further reduces blocking time. In the 
implementation of this protocol, we introduce a last-in-first-out (LIFO) data structure to record 
priority and ceiling change, dramatically simplifying the implementation. 
1.4 Organization of This Thesis 
Chapter 1 is an introduction to this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 presents an overview of real-time systems, basic concept in real-time systems and 
introduces FSMLabs' RTLinux, briefly presents how the RTLinux kernel is implemented on the 
existing Linux kernel, what is the benefit of this implementation over other alternative and its notable 
features. 
Chapter 3 first presents basic scheduling protocols without resource access control. Then 
problem encountered by protocols without resource control is put forth and resource control protocols 
are introduced to address this problem. Two major protocols are elaborated: Priority Inheritance 
Protocol and Priority Ceiling Protocol, which can solve the priority inversion problem and deadlock 
respectively. Illustrative examples are used to analyze the problem and protocols. 
Chapter 4 presents the implementation of the protocols and addresses some of the details 
during implementation. 
Chapter 5 uses some task set to test the implementation of the protocols. We will make a 
comparison between the results by both hand calculation and experimental output. Blocking time 
model is introduced and used to analyze the worst case blocking time. 
Chapter 6 studies the DVS algorithm in Real-time environment and proposes a new RT-DVS 
algorithm. 
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and presents ideas for future research. 
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Chapter 2 
Real-time Systems and Real-time Linux 
This chapter introduces real-time systems, discusses their general features. We also introduce 
the concept and features of real-time operating system (RTOS) and a special RTOS called RTLinux 
developed by FSMlabs. We discuss in detail its characteristics and implementation. 
2.1 Real-time Applications 
Real-time Applications refer to those applications that require not only the logical correctness 
of output result, but also the computation meeting the timing constraint [1], i.e. the system must reach 
a solution within a specified deadline, or else the result is useless or even catastrophic consequences 
may happen. Example real-time applications include robotics, aviation, manufacturing, surgery, 
communication, virtual reality applications, embedded system and multimedia. 
2.1.1 Tasks and Jobs 
Generally, there are several computations run at the same time in a RT system, or else, if only 
one computation, it can occupy all the system resources and there is no need to manage them. We call 
all these computations tasks. All the tasks in the system form a task set. Some of the tasks are periodic, 
that is, the same computation repeats every specific time. We call each computation a job. In this case, 
task is a stream of jobs. 
2.1.2 Timing Constraints 
The release time of a job is the time instant at which the job becomes available for execution. 
Release time may arise from a clock event, an external interrupt or a software event generated by 
some other jobs. The job does not need to execute immediately when it is released. It can run some 
time later, and in preemptive systems, it can be interrupted by other jobs. The only requirement is that 
it must finish before a given time, i.e. deadline. The deadline is the instant of time by which its 
execution is required to be completed. Sometimes we use relative deadline, which is the difference 
between deadline and the release time. The net time of a job is called execution time. Execution time 
can be fixed or variable. These parameters are called Timing Constraints. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates these parameters. The shaded area is the execution time. 
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Release Scheduled Preempted Complete Deadline 
-- Time 
Figure 2.1 Timing Constraints 
2.1.3 Periodic vs. Aperiodic Tasks 
Some tasks are released periodically thus periodic tasks. This kind of tasks is activated by 
clock or periodic external events. For example, in a sampled data system, sensors send data 
repeatedly every a certain time interval. Sensors may have different sending intervals, depending on 
the changing rate of the parameters sensors test. Multimedia tasks are such kind of periodic tasks. For 
example, video system has a repeat rate of about 30 frames per second. Generally, periodic tasks must 
be finished before the next instance comes, so they have a relative deadline equal to their periods. 
Periodic tasks are the main focus of the original rate monotonic scheduling work and many extensions 
that have followed. Figure 2.2 shows a periodic task. 
p t p i 
Time 
Figure 2.2 Periodic Task 
Aperiodic tasks are those tasks that do not have a fixed repeat time. This is a kind of 
unpredictability. Some aperiodic tasks are predictable to a certain extent; it may be possible 
to predict the arrival of instantiations of an aperiodic task within some scheduling horizon of 
time units. Another class of aperiodic tasks is almost completely unpredictable. It is common, 
however, to associate a minimum inter-arrival time for the instantiations of these 
unpredictable aperiodic tasks. Much work has been done on scheduling aperiodic tasks with 
soft deadlines and on aperiodic tasks with hard deadlines, which are known as sporadic tasks. 
2.1.4 Hard Deadlines vs. Soft Deadlines 
Depending on the criticality of tasks, usefulness of late results, and deterministic or 
probabilistic nature of the constraints, deadlines can be divided into hard and soft [ 1]. In order to use 
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a consistent way to describe hard and soft deadline, we often use value function. The value of a task 
contributing to the system is described as a function with respect to the finish time and deadline. 
Whatever OS, the ultimate goal is to maximize the system value, so value function can be used for 
scheduling. 





Figure 2.3 Value Function of Hard Deadline Task (Catastrophic) 
Figure 2.3 shows the value function of task with a hard deadline. If the task completes before 
deadline, then the system receives some value V. The value drops off to a large negative value when 
the task misses its deadline. So this kind of task must never miss its deadline. 
If failure to meet the deadline does not have catastrophic consequences and the only result is 
that the contributed value is zero, missing deadline can be allowed to some extent in probability sense. 
This kind of deadline is sometimes called firm deadline. And it is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 




Figure 2.4 Value Function of Hard Firm Deadline 
Value 
R D Time 
Figure 2.5 Value Function of Soft Deadline 
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Since missing this kind of deadline, the system can still go on, so we can just terminate its 
execution and free its resources. For this kind of system, we often give a miss rate, which cannot be 
exceeded. 
The concept of a soft deadline is illustrated in Figure 2.5 where the value function goes 
gradually to zero after the deadline. In this case, there is some value to the system in completing the 
task after the deadline. 
Last we show the value function of non-real-time tasks in Figure 2.6. Since what time 
Value 
R D Time 
Figure 2.6 Value Function of Non-real-time Task 
non-real-time task finishes is not important, their value function is independent of the time finished. 
2.1.5 Preemptivity of Tasks 
Preemptivity of task means a task can be interrupted by another task, generally a high priority 
task, and after the execution of the high priority task, it can resume running. Tasks may be completely 
preemptible (that is preemptible at any point) or it may be non-preemptible. Or it may be preemptible 
but with one or more non-preemptible critical regions during which scheduling events are not allowed 
(possibly during system calls for example). Much work has been done on non-preemptible critical 
regions. 
2.2 Resources 
2.2.1 Processors and Resources 
The system has several resources, such as processors, memory, mutex, I/O and so on. 
However, we generally divide them into two categories: processor and resources. Processors (or 
active resources) often refer to the one where the task executes. All other resources are just call 
resources (or passive resources). Mutex, critical sections, memory are example of passive resources. 
However, there is no pronounced division between them, only depending on how we treat them by 
our research interest. 
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2.2.2 Preemptivity of Resources 
A resource is non-preemptible if each unit of the resource is constrained to be used serially. 
That is, if a unit of this kind of resource is allocated to a job, it cannot be used by other task until it is 
released. The later task is then suspended and also called blocked. Preemptivity can improve the 
effectiveness of that resource. For example, a network is non-preemptive, however, a message is 
preemptive between each packet. 
Generally we use semaphore to refer to non-preemptible resources. According to whether or 
not a resource has multiple instances, we refer to the former as semaphore and the latter binary 
semaphore or mutex. 
2.3 Scheduler 
Scheduler assigns processes and resources to task according to a chosen set of scheduling 
algorithms and resource access-control protocols. For hard real-time tasks, the objective of the 
scheduler is to meet all the deadline of the existing tasks. And if new tasks are created, it must ensure 
the new task does not affect the timeliness of existing tasks as well as to meet the deadline of the new 
task, or else new task must be rejected. This is called admission control. Generally speaking, the 
ultimate goal of real-time scheduler is to maximize the system value. However scheduling by task 
value is not an easy job do. (A good feature of a scheduler is having a small scheduling overhead). 
This is the reason why we use different scheduling policy for hard real-time tasks and soft real time 
tasks. For soft real-time tasks, we often measure the scheduler by their average response times. The 
smaller the average response time, the better the algorithm is. As to general-purpose system, we hope 
to maximize the throughput, disregarding the timing characteristics of the tasks. 
Basically, there are two commonly used approaches to scheduling real-time systems: 
clock-driven and priority-driven [2]. 
Clock-driven: In this system, all the parameters are known a priori before the system begins 
execution. The scheduling of these tasks is determined off-line and is stored for use at run time. 
Priority driven: Priority driven approach refers to a large class of scheduling algorithms. 
Each task is assigned a priority with higher priority task executing first. If preemption is allowable, 
higher priority task can preempt lower priority jobs. The priority of job can be static or dynamic, i.e. 
if priority keeps what it is allocated when created or varies during execution time. 
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2.4 Real-time Operating Systems and Real-time Linux 
2.4.l Real-time Operating System 
Several well-developed general-purpose operating systems (GPOS), such as various UNIX, 
Windows NT and Linux, although they provide some support for soft real-time tasks, do not support 
hard real-time task very well. The problem is that most general-purpose operating systems, is 
designed to optimize average performance and to try to give every process a fair share of compute 
time. However, for hard real-time task, precise timing and predictable performance is of most 
importance. Various real-time operating systems (RTOS) can generally provide real-time scheduling 
algorithms and some may also provide resource access control protocols. 
In addition to providing real-time scheduling and resource management, real-time operating 
system also need to provide support for higher resolution timer, synchronization, memory 
management and interruption and 1/0 control and other system services, at the same time, to keep the 
overhead small and predictable. Because RTOS is often used in embedded systems or special 
circumstances, where the memory is limited or the operating system need to be tailored to 
accommodate special needs, RTOS should be modular and extensible. Microkernel is a commonly 
used technique, which only provides essential services, with other services optional. 
POSIX (Portable Operating System Interface) thread and real-time extensions 
[PO SIX 1003 .1 c and 1003 .1 b] [ 6] is an API standard for real-time support. Applications that conform 
to the standard are portable at the source level to the other operating system that conforms to this 
standard. Real-time POSIX provide an extension of threads, which used to run as tasks, higher 
resolution timer, fixed priority scheduler, synchronization and other functions. Most of the real-time 
operating systems conform to this standard and may also have their own extensions. 
2.4.2 Real-time Linux 
Recently there are numerous RTOS systems available, for example, LynxOS [7], pSOSystem 
[8], QNX [9] and VxWorks [11], but these special commercial versions have their proprietary design 
interface and environment. These restrictions limit its application. There are open standard OS are 
also evolved. Linux, a totally free UNIX-like OS, features excellent stability, efficiency, source code 
availability, not restrictive license, and substantial user base. And also its source code availability is 
essential for verification of the system correctness, adaptation to specific problems, and mere bug 
fixing. So why do not we chose Linux operating systems, and change its kernel, so that it can provide 
deterministic for hard real time tasks? 
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Actually several RTLinux now exist. One is KU Real-Time Linux (KURT), developed by the 
Information and Telecommunication Technology Center at the University of Kansas. 
KURT [12] is a so-called firm real-time Linux. It provides support for some types of 
processing (e.g. multimedia), which do not fit well into the hard or soft real-time categories. These 
processing both need a strict timing requirement and many system services, while the latter are 
generally not supported by hard real-time kernel. KURT supports both by introducing two modes of 
operation -- the normal mode and the real-time mode, which can be toggled by certain system calls. In 
normal mode, the system acts as a generic Linux system, with a lot of system services. While the 
kernel is running in real-time mode, it only executes real-time processes and can no longer be used as 
a generic workstation, as all of its resources are dedicated to executing its real-time responsibilities as 
accurately as possible. 
Another is FSMLabs' RTLinux [14], which was originally developed by the Department of 
Computer Science at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. It follows a quite different 
way, allowing real-time and non-real-time tasks work together. The following of this thesis will be 
based on this system. 
2.5 FSMLab's Real-time Linux 
I htterru111. control hardware I 




Rl'a Time Fifos 
Linux processes 
Block level design of RTUnux 
Figure 2. 7 RTLinux Layer Model 
2.5.1 The Dual Kernel Approach 
FSMLabs' RTLinux adds a new layer to Linux. This layer takes over all the hardware and 
interrupts control of the OS. Figure 2.7 illustrates the layer model in RTLinux. 
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The Linux OS is only a non-real-time idle task running under a real-time environment. 
RTLinux emulates the interruption control for Linux. When there are no real time tasks for running, 
Linux runs. This dual kernel approach has great advantage over other alternative approaches. It 
simplifies the kernel design, since we do not need to change the upper layer. 
r---------------, 
JlOfllli\l I n"k" L------- -------J 
r------- -------, 
n•nl-tim<' t ""k~ 
L---------------~ 
Figure 2.8 RTLinux Scheduling 
Figure 2.8 shows the scheduling of real-time and non-real-time tasks. Real-time tasks run as 
kernel thread, while non-real-time tasks (Linux processes) share the lowest priority real-time thread 
as their "server" thread. 
2.5.2 RTLinux Features 
Thread and Task: Real-time tasks run as threads in kernel mode. Each thread runs on behalf 
of a task and is the unit of scheduling. Threads are scheduled by a fixed priority scheduler, which 
supports a very large number (231-1) of priority levels. 
Modularity: Not only the user real-time tasks are installable modules, but also the timer, the 
scheduler and synchronization service, communication unit are installable modules. This method 
provides great flexibility to the system. A user can uninstall the old scheduler and install a new 
scheduler at different time according to different conditions. 
Kernel memory: All real-time modules and data are kept in kernel memory space (no virtual 
memory support). This property prevents tasks from consuming long time for swapping in and out 
between memory and hard disk, and it also allows tasks invoke system call without context switching. 
However, this is also a disadvantage, it makes the system very difficult to debug and vulnerable to 
bugs - even a small bug can crashes the whole system. Furthermore, a real-time task cannot use 
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kmalloc to apply for memory, because the execution time of this operation is unpredictable. All the 
memory is allocated at the installation stage in non-real-time Linux. 
Periodic thread: RTLinux has provided two functions to support periodic tasks. 
rtl _make _periodic_ np to make the thread periodically waked up. pthread _wait_ np to declare the end 
execution of one instance Gob) of a task. However, user has to initialize the instance every time new 
instance is ready; RTLinux has no such support. 
POSIX API extension compatible: RTLinux conforms to POSIX1003.lb and 1003.lc. It 




Scheduling Algorithms and Resource Access Control Protocols 
This chapter presents and analyzes several hard real-time scheduling protocols and 
resource-access control protocols. All these protocols are based upon priority-driven systems. The 
first three sections take into account the three well-known protocols, which are RMS[13], EDF [13] 
and LLF. These protocols are originally developed for scheduling periodic task without resource 
contention. However, when resource contention exists, they are no longer efficient. In system with 
resource contention, priority inversion problem may happen, causing the higher priority task blocked 
by lower priority tasks for an unbounded amount of time, affecting the higher priority task to meeting 
its deadline. Resource access control protocols are developed to eliminate this problem and the 
resultant uncertainty. We will elaborate Priority Inheritance and Priority Ceiling Protocol. 
Scheduling Protocols without Resource Access Control 
3.1 RMS 
The RMS, Rate-Monotonic Scheduling, is one of the most popular priority-driven scheduler. 
This priority-driven scheduler is preemptive so that it always executes the highest priority task first. 
RMS is also a fixed (static) priority policy. This algorithm assigns priorities to tasks based on their 
period: the shorter the period, the higher the priority. The rate of a task is the inverse of its period. 
Hence, the higher its rate is, the higher its priority is. Figure 3 .1 gives an example of RMS scheduling, 
which is generated by our graphical simulation tool for hard real-time scheduling algorithms . 
...,........RMS Protocol Scheduling Parameters...,........ 
Tasks Number: 3 Resource Number: 0 Simulating time: 50 
Task 10 Period= 6, ExeTime = 2, Readytime = 0 
Task 11 Period= 8, ExeTime = 3, Readytime = 0 
Task 12 Period= 16, Exe Time = 4, Readytime = 0 
Time 0 5 10 15 
TO .. .. 
20 .. 
Tl : ........ '''fr• 
T2 





Figure 3 .1 Feasible Schedule by RMS Algorithm 
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We can see that task with short period can always preempt task with long period. Task 
priorities are ordered inversely with task periods. 
Utilization-based Scheduling Test: The processor utilization or workload of a task set is 
defined as~%; , where C; and P; is the execution time and period of task i respectively. 
Workload should always be less than or equal to 1. But even if the workload is less than 1, RMS 
cannot guarantee its schedulability. One of the sufficient criterions of schedulability 
is IC;/ ::; n(i1" -1). But this criterion is not a necessary condition. When n approaches infinity, 
i=I /P; 
the workload approaches ln 2 ~ 0.69 . It is not a big value, and thus not a good criterion for task 
admission, underutilizing processor resources. Another sufficient condition is: if the periods of tasks 
are multiples of each other (known as harmonic task set), the processor utilization bound can reach 1. 
Exact Analysis: A sufficient and necessary condition is presented as follows. Let the tasks are 
ordered in decreasing priority. Consider any task Ti. The workload over [O, t] (for arbitrary t>O) due to 
all tasks of equal or higher priority than Ti are given by TV; (t) = I c 1 l ~1- The term l ~1 stands 
;=I I P1 I P1 
for the number of times task Ti arrives in time t. We know that tasks are only affected by higher 
priority tasks, so we do not have to consider about lower priority tasks if we want to figure out 
whether instances of this task can meet their deadline. When all tasks has a phase of zero (the worst 
case), there is no "gap" between executions of tasks. So when W, (t) =t, the t stands for the time this 
task and all higher priority task just finish their latest instances. If this time value is less than or equal 
to the task's deadline, we can determine this task is schedulable. An iterative way to find out the time 
t = W;(t) is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 
tk =W;(tk-1) 
Stop when t k = W; (t k ) 
Figure 3 .2 Iterative Algorithm to Find t Where t = W; (t) 
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Figure 3 .3 shows a task set of 3 tasks with workload of 2/8+ 3/10+4/12=0.8833 < 1. The third 
task misses its deadline at tick 11. So RMS scheduler is not an optimal scheduler. In the next two 
sections, we present EDF and LLF scheduler, which are theoretically optimal scheduler. 
3.2 EDF 
*"**RMS Protocol Scheduling Parameters*""** 
Tasks Number: 3 Resource Number: 0 Simulating time: 30 
Task #0 Period= 8, Exe Time = 2. Readytime = 0 
Task #1 Period= 1 O. Exe Time = 3, Readytime = 0 
Task #2 Period= 12. Exe Time = 4, Readytime = 0 
Time 0 5 10 15 
TO .. .. 
, 
T2 ::•• ••••:>, 
Task D • • ITJJ • Not arrived Run Deadlock Ready Finish 
Res D D 
Not used Share Exclusive 
20 25 .. 
• ~ Miss Sem 
Figure 3.3 Infeasible Schedule by RMS Algorithm 
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For uniprocessor systems, an Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) algorithm has been proposed. 
EDF is a dynamic-priority preemptive scheduler. The lower the deadline, the higher the priority. For 
periodic tasks, the deadline of a task is the end of its period. EDF can provide 100% guarantee ratio. 
n 
The utilization-based schedulability test is given by LC;/ P; , which is both the necessary and 
i=l 
sufficient condition. So, EDF is optimal. 
In Figure 3 .4, the task set is the same as that used in Figure3 .3. We can see that by EDF, it is 
schedulable. All the tasks have a phase of zero. We notice that, at the beginning, T 0 has the highest 
priority, while T 2 has the lowest priority according to their periods (deadline). At time 8, we can 
notices that T 0, which has the shortest period, is preempted by T 2, which has the longest period. So 
the priority is dynamically changeable. We can also notice that, once a job is released to the ready 
queue, its priority is fixed with respect to other jobs. In other words, the EDF algorithm is a job-level 
fixed-priority algorithm. In the next section, we discuss LLF algorithm, which is also an optimal 
algorithm but not a job-level fixed-priority algorithm. 
3.3 LLF 
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-EDF with Piority Ceiling Protocol Scheduling Parameters-
Tasks Number: 3 Resource Number: 0 Simulating time: 30 
Task 10 Period= 8, Exe Time = 2, Readytime = 0 
Task 11 Period= 10, Exe Time = 3, Readytime = 0 
Task 12 Period= 12. Exe Time = 4. Readytime = 0 




Task D • • Not arrived Run
Res D 
Deadlock Ready 
Not used Share Exclusive 
• Finish 
20 25 
• Miss Sem 
Figure 3 .4 Feasible Schedule by EDF Algorithm 
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For umprocessor system, the Least-Laxity-First (LLF) algorithm offers another optimal 
dynamic-priority scheme and it uses schedulability test as used in EDF. If we define the laxity of a 
task is (d; - C; -t), where t denotes the current time and d; and C; denote the deadline and 
remaining computation time. ( C; decreases as t progresses). It assumes the task with the smallest 
laxity has the highest priority. However, LLF can cause thrashing problem. 
-RMS Protocol Scheduling Parnmeters-
Tasks Number: 3 Resource Number: 0 Simulating time: 30 
Task #0 Period= 8, Exe Time = 2. Readytime = 0 
Task #1 Period= 10, ExeTime = 3, Readytime = 0 
Task #2 Period= 12, ExeTime = 4, Readytime = 0 




Task D • • • Not arrived Run Deadlock Ready Finish 
Res D 
Not used Share Exclusive 
20 7. 
• Miss 





Figure 3.5 uses the same task set as in Figure 3.3, which RMS cannot schedule. We can see 
LLF algorithm can successfully schedule it. Between tick 2 to 7, we notice that Task T 1 and T 2 
alternatively execute, since all but the executing task decrease their laxity time. When some 
task's laxity time is smaller than the executing task, task switch will happen. 
Figure 3 .6 shows the possible thrashing problem by LLF algorithm . 
......,..,..LLF with Piority Ceiling Protocol Scheduling Parameters......,..,.. 
Tasks Number: 2 Resource Number: 0 Simulating time: 30 
Task 110 Period= 14, Exe Time = 6, Readytime = 0 
Task 111 Period= 14, Exe Time = 6, Readytime = 0 
Time 0 5 10 15 
TO 
Tl 
Task D • • • Not arrived Run Deadlock Ready Finish 
Res D 
Not used Share Exclusive 
20 
Figure 3 .6 LLF Thrashing 
25 
• Miss Sem 
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Suppose the smallest time slice is 1 tick. Task T 0 and T 1 execute alternatively every 2 ticks. 
As LLF has this problem, EDF is more preferable. 
Resource Access Control Protocols 
EDF and LLF are optimal only when jobs do not contend for resources. When resource 
contention, which is the common case in most applications, is included, EDF and LLF are no longer 
optimal. And even worse, the blocking time can be infinitely long. Priority Inheritance Protocol and 
Priority Ceiling Protocol are developed for this purpose. 
3.4 Assumptions on System and Resources 
First we assume all the discussions are based on uniprocessor systems, which contain only 
serially reusable resources, i.e. they are typically granted to jobs on a non-preemptive basis and used 
in a mutually exclusive manner. We also assume resources have only one identical copy, i.e. they are 
binary semaphores or mutexes. Later, without notice, we refer both semaphore and mutex to binary 
semaphore without difference. 
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We use L(Ri) to denote a lock on resource Ri and U(Ri) denote an unlock on Ri. The segment 
of a job that begins at a lock and ends at a matching unlock is called a critical section. The resource 
locked when entering this critical section is called guarding resource of the critical section. Critical 
section must be properly nested, i.e. lock and unlock in a last in first out manner, behaving like a 
stack. A critical section that is not included in other critical sections is an outermost critical section. 
We generally denote nested critical sections by nested square brackets. For example, [R1; 10 
[R3; 3] [Rs; 4]] [R7; 5] indicate critical section guarded by R3 and Rs is nested in critical section 
guarded by R1, while critical section guarded by R7 is in parallel with critical section R1• 
In dynamic priority scheduler, we call the initial priority assigned to a job the assigned 
priority, and we use tri (t) standing for the current priority of job i. at time t. 
3.5 Resource Conflicts and Priority Inversion Problem 
"'***RMS Protocol Scheduling Parameters"'*** 
Tasks Number: 3 Resource Number: 1 Simulating time: 18 
Task RO Period= 50, Exe Time = 5. Readytime = 6 
Exclusive Res #0 LockTime 2. UnlockTime 4 
Task 11 Period= 51, Exe Time= 7, Readytime = 2 
Exclusive Res #0 LockTime 2. UnlockTime 6 
Task 12 Period= 52. Exe Time = 6. Readytime = 0 
Exclusive Res #0 LockTime 1, UnlockTime 5 





Task D • • 
15 
Not arrived Run Deadlock Ready 
Res D 
Not used Share Exclusive 
• Finish 
Figure 3.7 Resource Conflict 
• Miss Sem 
Resources are non-preemptible. If a resource is required by multiple tasks, one task locked 
the resource but the other want to lock it, the scheduler always denies the later requesting tasks. This 
is called resource conflict, or resource contention. Figure 3.7 shows an example of resource conflict. 
Suppose priorities of T0, T1 and T2 are in decreasing order. R0 is locked by T2 at tick 1, and 
then blocks T1 at tick 4 and T0 at tick 8. 
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More seriously, resource contention among tasks can cause priority inversion problem [3]. A 
higher-priority job can be blocked by a lower-priority task for unpredictably long time. Figure 3.8 
illustrates this problem. 
Let T0, T1 and T2 be the three periodic tasks with decreasing order of priorities. Let T0 and T2 
share a resource. 
~RMS Protocol Scheduling Parameters~ 
Tasks Number: 3 Resource Number: 1 Simulating time: 18 
Task ltO Period= 50, Exe Time= 4, Readytime = 2 
Exclusive Res ltO Loclclime 1, Unlocklime 3 
Task #1 Period= 51, Exe Time= 5, Readytime = 5 
Task #2 Period= 52. Exe Time= 7, Readytime = 0 
Exclusive Res #0 Loclclime 1. Unloclclime 6 





Task D II II D 
15 
Not arrived Run Deadlock Ready 
Res D D 
Not used Share Exclusive 
Figure 3.8 Priority Inversion Problem 
II 
Finish 
T 2 obtains a lock on the mutex Ro and enters its critical section to use a resource. T 0 becomes 
ready to run and preempts T 2• Then, T 0 tries to enter its critical section by first trying to lock R0• But, 
Ro is already locked by T 2 and hence T 0 is blocked. 
T1 becomes ready to run. Since only Ti and T2 are ready to run, Ti preempts T2 while T2 in its 
critical section. 
The highest priority task T 0 is blocked by T 2 by 5 ticks and by Ti 5 ticks because of priority 
inversion. It finishes even after T1• This is undesirable. 
Ideally, one would prefer that the highest priority task (T 0) be blocked no longer than the time 
for T2 to complete its critical section. However, the duration of blocking is, in fact, unpredictable. For 
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hard real-time system, predictability is an important property. Resource access control is needed to 
eliminate this unpredictability. 
3.6 Wait-for Graph 
A wait-for graph [2] describes the relationship between tasks and resources. Each solid vertex 
represents a task, and each hollow vertex represents a binary semaphore resource. An ownership edge 
is an edge from a resource to a task, which means the resource is locked by the task. A wait-for edge 
is an edge from a task to a resource, which means that the task requests that resource and has to wait 
until the resource is released, because the resource has been locked by another task. The number 
labeling the edge is the time for which the task requests to run upon the resource. 
In Figure 3.9, suppose priorities ofT1 to T7 are in increasing order. T1 occupies R1 and request 
I-unit time of R1• Ts requests 2-unit time of R1 but has to wait for T1 to unlock R1• And also Ts locks 
Rt; and R7 while T1 waits for them. T7 has to wait for Ts to leave its critical section and Ts for T1• T7 
has to transitively wait for T1• 
Tr 1 R1 •< o~ 
T1 2 R1 1 ~Ts 
-·H(f--~~--<Q~(__::.~~--~ 
T3 3 
Figure3.9 Wait-for Graph 
A path in a wait-for graph from a higher priority task to a lower priority task indicates the 
former is directly blocked by the latter. So T1 directly blocks T7. A cyclic path indicates a deadlock. If 
we add the dash arrow in the above figure, T 4, ~, T 6 and Rt; form a deadlock. 
According to our assumption, critical sections should be properly nested, so entered critical 
sections should nest blocked critical sections, or else, tasks cannot enter the former while blocked by 
the latter. Ts occupies Rt; and R7, So critical sections guarded by Rt; and R7 nest critical section 
guarded by Ri, R2 and R3. We also suppose there is only one outermost critical section in each task. In 
addition, we generally suppose Ri, R2 and R3 are in parallel, not nesting each other, otherwise we 
need to point out explicitly. 
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If we already have some way to eliminate deadlock (for example by ordered resource 
locking), the graph should have no directional cycle. 
Now we calculate the lower bound directly blocking time of a task. Ts has to wait Ti, T2 and 
T3 to leave their critical sections. T7 has to wait for Ts to leave its critical section and to transitively 
wait for Ti, T2 and T3• The tasks and resources a task has to wait for form a wait-for tree. It is the 
subtree a task can reach along directional edges. Multiple wait-for tree form a wait-for forest or 
wait-for graph. The total waiting time of a task is the sum of all the time of ownership edge on its 
wait-for tree. However, in the above example, critical section guarded by R<; and R7 are nested, so we 
use the bigest one only. T 7 is directly blocked for at least 1+2+ 3+6= 12 unit. 
Ownership edges on a tree can form a semi-order relation, where relations are of two kinds: 
(1) one ownership edge can reach the other ownership edge along directional edges, we call it 
transitive relation; (2) ownership edges have the same target task, we call it sibling relation. For 
example, edges of R 1 ~ T1 , R 2 ~ T2 and R 3 ~ T3 are of sibling relation and edges of 
R 1 ~ T1 and R 6 ~Ts are oftranstive relation. 
Another kind of blocking is not unfamiliar to us, it is caused by priority inversion. In the 
above figure, the inevitable blocking time of T7 is on its wait-for tree. However, T4 and T6 on another 
wait-for tree can intrude the execution of T/s wait-for tree, affecting the finish time. Priority 
Inheritance Protocol addresses this problem. 
3. 7 Priority Inheritance Protocol (PIP) 
During priority inversion, higher priority task can be blocked by middle priority tasks 
multiply times, even if they do not use resources. We hope to eliminate these unnecessary blocking 
and reduce the blocking time by any lower priority task to one outermost critical. In Figure 3.9, we 
see T7 has to wait for its wait-for tree, and another irrelevant wait-for tree intrude and execute. So 
why do not we increase the priority of tree thus it has a higher priority than the intruding tree, thus 
preventing it from preempting. The new priority should just be the priority of the root of the tree, 
which has the highest priority in the tree; otherwise task with even higher priority may be blocked. 
Priority inheritance protocol just follows the idea, solving the priority inversion problem. Under this 
protocol, if a higher priority task TH is blocked by a lower priority task TL, because TL is currently 
executing critical section needed by TH, TL temporarily inherits the priority of TH· When blocking 
ceases (i.e. TL exits the critical section), TL resumes its original priority. 
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Rules of the Basic Priority-Inheritance Protocol 
1. Scheduling Rule: Ready jobs are scheduled on the processor preemptively in a priority 
driven manner according to their current priorities. At its release time t, the current priority n(t) of 
every job J is equal to its assigned priority. The job remains at this priority except under the condition 
stated in rule 3. 
2. Allocation Rule: When a job J requests a resource R at time t, 
(a) If R is free, R is allocated to J until J releases the resource, and 
(b) IfR is not free, the request is denied and J is blocked. 
3. Priority-Inheritance Rule: When the requesting job J becomes blocked, the job J1 which 
blocks J inherits the current priority n(t) of J, The job J1 executes at its inherited priority n(t) until it 
releases Rat that time, the priority of J1 returns to its priority n1(t') at the time t' when it acquires the 
resource R. 
~RMS with Piority Inheritance Protocol Scheduling Parameters~ 
Tasks Number: 3 Resource Number: 1 Simulating time: 18 
Task #0 Period= 50, Exe Time = 4, Readytime = 2 
Exclusive Res 10 LockTime 1, UnlockTime 3 
Task #1 Period= 51, Exe Time= 5, Readytime = 5 
Task #2 Period= 52, Exe Time = 7, Readytime = 0 
Exclusive Res #0 LockTime 1, UnlockTime 6 
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Figure 3 .10 Priority Inheritance Protocol 
The task set in Figure 3 .10 is the same as that in Figure 3 .8. T2 inherits T 0's priority at tick 4, 
preventing T1 from preempting. At this example, the highest priority task T0 is only blocked by T2 by 
5 ticks (while without access control, it is 10 ticks) and finishes before T1 
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Another example with five tasks and 2 resources (from J.S.W. Liu's book [2]) is listed in 
Table 3.1. 
Table 3 .1 Task set 
Job ri Cj 1tj Critical Section 
J1 7 3 [Gray; 1] 
J2 5 3 2 [Black; 1] 
J3 4 2 3 
J4 2 6 4 [Gray; 4[Black; 1.5]] 
JS 0 6 5 [Black; 4] 
0 2 6 8 16 20 22 
II] 
T4 
I ___ ____..D ___ 
Figure 3 .11 Example of Priority Inheritance Protocol 
Figure 3 .11 shows the scheduling result by PIP. We can see jobs can transitively inherit a 
higher priority job's priority. J5 inherits J/s priority, which J4 inherited from Ji. This transitivity 
causesT1 blocked by two critical sections, 2 ticks by T5 (black) and 3 ticks by T4 (gray). 
Priority inheritance protocol does not reduce the blocking time suffered by jobs as small as 
possible. In the absence of deadlock, a job can be blocked directly by any lower-priority job or by 
resource for at most once for the duration of one outermost critical section. If a task has v lower 
priority tasks and k semaphores, in the worst case, a job can be blocked by at most min(v, k) 
times, each for the duration of an outermost critical section. We will prove this theorem in chapter 5. 
3.8 Blocking Time and Deadlock 
Unfortunately, priority inheritance can lead to deadlock as shown in the following example, 
causing infinite blocking time. 
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Table 3 .2 Deadlock 
Task Operation sequence on critical section 
T1 (lowprio) Lock (CS2) Lock (CS1) Unlock (CS1) Unlock (CS2) 
T 2 (high prio) Lock (CS1) Lock (CS2) Unlock (CS2) Unlock (CS1) 
Table 3 .2 gives a scheme with two tasks and two semaphores. Tasks lock semaphores in the 
order given in the table. 
Figure 3 .12 is the simulation result. The area after tick 5 means the two tasks fall into 
Tasks Number: 2 Resource Number: 2 Simulating time: 30 
Task #0 Period= 18, Exe Time = 5, Readytime = 0 
Exclusive Res #0 LockTime 0, UnlockTime 5 
Exclusive Res #1 LockTime 3, UnlockTime 4 
Task #1 Period= 15, Exe Time = 4, Readytime = 1 
Exclusive Res #0 LockTime 2, UnlockTime 3 
Exclusive Res #1 LockTime 1. UnlockTime 4 
Time 0 5 10 15 20 25 
TO l•liilJl••••••1i1 11 •1 .. illl±J!! ... ' illlBBIL_ 
Tl .. I' !!:lii!ll' 
RO 
R1 
Task D • • • • Not arrived Run Deadlock Ready Finish Miss Sem 
Res D D 
Not used Share Exclusive 
Figure 3.12 Deadlock 
deadlock. T0 and T1 both occupy resource Ro and R1 respectively and request for the other's resource, 
causing infinite deadlock. Deadlock cannot be released by deadlocked tasks themselves, so we hope 
some protocol can prevent from it. Priority Ceiling Protocol is such a protocol. 
3.9 Priority Ceiling Protocol 
Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) is a variant of Priority Inheritance Protocol, overcoming the 
deadlock problem and further reducing the blocking time. 
From section 3 .6, in PIP scheduler, in worst case, a task can be blocked for at most 
min(v, k) times. This multiple blocking is because PIP is a "greedy algorithm", it allocates resource 
any time the resource is available and cannot estimate future event and make any reservation of 
resources. If we use terms in wait-for graph, PIP does not reduce the wait-for tree; it only prevents 
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irrelevant tree from intruding. Transitive and sibling ownership edges can cause a task be blocked 
many times. We also know improper transitive blocking can cause deadlock. 
Our goal is to reduce the blocking time to one critical section, so we must prevent sibling and 
transitive ownership edge on the wait-for tree, breaking some of these edges and minimizing the 
wait-for tree. Since "greedy" cannot reduce the wait-for tree size, what if we add some "intelligence" 
to the scheduler and make it reserve of the parallel resources a higher priority task may use, and break 
down some of the ownership edge in the wait-for graph. 
Let us see Figure3.9, when T1 occupies Ri, Ts has to wait for R1• Suppose we do not have the 
information about whether Ts will need any other resource. If it is so, locking any resource Ts may 
use can cause sibling ownership edges. If we prevent task with priority lower than Ts from locking 
resource, no other resources Ts may use will be locked, breaking down the sibling ownership edges. 
Moreover, Ts cannot occupy any resource, as it may be requested by other tasks, transitive ownership 
edges may occur. If we demand task with priority equal to Ts cannot lock any resource, transitive 
ownership edges can be broken down. This is just the idea of Priority Ceiling Protocol. 
Rules of the Basic Priority-Ceiling Protocol (PCP) 
Predicting future use of resource needs additional information. In PCP, the only additional 
information is the Priority Ceiling of resources, which is the highest priority of tasks that may lock it. 
This simple condition makes PCP easy to implement. In PCP, when a task Ti attempts to execute one 
of its critical sections, it will be suspended unless its priority is higher than the priority ceiling of all 
semaphores (called system ceiling) currently locked by tasks other than Ti. 
1. Scheduling Rule: 
(a) At its release time t, the current priority n(t) of every job J is equal to its assigned priority. 
The job remains at this priority except under the condition stated in rule 3. 
(b) Every ready job J is scheduled preemptively and in a priority-driven manner at its current 
priority n(t) 
2. Allocation Rule: Whenever a job J requests a resource Rat time t, on of the following two 
conditions occurs: 
(a) R is held by another job. J's request fails and J becomes blocked. 
(b) R is free. (i) If J's priority n(t) is higher than the current priority ceiling II(t), R is 
allocated to J. (ii) If J's priority n(t) is not higher than the ceiling II(t) of the system, R is allocated to 
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J only if J is the job holding the resource(s) whose priority ceiling is equal to Il(t); otherwise, J's 
request is denied, and J becomes blocked. 
3. Priority-Inheritance Rule: When J becomes blocked, the job J1 which blocks J inherits 
the current priority n(t) of J, J1 executes at its inherited priority until the time when it releases every 
resource whose priority ceiling is equal to or higher than n(t); at that time, the priority of 11 returns to 
its priority n1(t') at the time t' when it was granted the resource(s). 
Figure 3.13 shows how Priority Ceiling Protocol prevent deadlock. 
We use the same task set as used in Figure 3.11. At tick 2, the ceiling of Ro prevents Ti from 
locking R1, since Ti's priority is not higher than R0 's ceiling. So T1 have to wait until To release Ro. So 
by using priority-ceiling protocol, deadlock is eliminated. 
3.10. 
;tt;tt;RMS Protocol Scheduling Parameters~ 
Tasks Number: 2 Resource Number: 2 Simulating time: 25 
Task 10 Period= 18, Exe Time = 5, Readytime = 0 
Exclusive Res 110 LockTime 0, UnlockTime 5 
Exclusive Res 111 LockTime 3, UnlockTime 4 
Task 11 Period= 15, Exe Time = 4, Readytime = 1 
Exclusive Res #0 LockTime 2, UnlockTime 3 
Exclusive Res #1 LockTime 1, UnlockTime 4 
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Figure 3 .13 Priority Ceiling Protocol Prevents Deadlock 
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Figure 3 .14 gives an example of Priority Ceiling Protocol, using the same task set as Figure 
In Figure 3.14, T1 finishes at tick 10, while it is 15 by PIP. We can see that by using Priority 
Ceiling protocol, any task finishes early or at least no late than that by PIP. This is because in PCP 
each task can only be blocked by lower priority tasks once. In PCP, we notices resource are locked 
and released in a last-in-first-out manner, actually, it is invariably true, and it is the basis how we 
implement it in chapter 4. We will prove these theorems in chapter 5. 
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T5 cm • • • n Figure 3 .14 Example of Priority Ceiling Protocol 
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Chapter 4 
Implementations of RMS, PIP and PCP 
4.1 FSMLabs' RT-Linux 
4.1.1 RT-Linux Kernel 
This chapter presents the implementation of RMS, Priority Inheritance Protocol and Priority 
Ceiling Protocol. RT-Linux provides a priority-driven scheduler with task preemption and static 
priorities. It provides no task admission check, no resource control support and no deadline missing 
check. 
FSMLab's RT-Linux [15] fixes the Linux kernel and adds a layer between the hardware 
abstraction layer (HAL) and the other part of Linux. This layer takes over all the interruption and 
other related hardware management. However, the timer, scheduler, communication etc are installable 
modules. They are added to the system just as other Linux modules. This gives us the flexibility to 
change scheduler any time without reboot the system. And it is especially useful during development; 
you do not have to repeat the slow kernel compilation. 
4.1.2 RT-Linux Thread and Mutex Structure 
The scheduler implements real-time threads creation, cancellation, scheduling, mutex 
semaphore synchronization and signaling. All we need to do is to modify the four files sched.h, 
sched.c, mutex.h and mutex.c and recompile this module and install it to the Linux kernel. 
Thread is the scheduling unit. Every thread has a Thread Control Block (TCB), which stores 
the control information, located at the beginning of the stack space of each thread. 
Thread Structure: 
struct rtl_thread_struct { 
int *stack; /* hardcoded */ 
int fpu _initialized; 
RTL_ FPU _CONTEXT fpu _regs; 
int uses_fp; 
int *kmalloc stack_ bottom; 
struct rtl_sched_param sched_param; 





struct module *creator; 
void (*abort)(void *); 
void *abortdata; 
int threadflags; 
rtl_ sigset_ t pending; 
rtl_sigset_t blocked; 
void *user[4]; 
int errno _val; 
struct rtl_ cleanup_ struct *cleanup; 
int magic; 
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struct rtl _posix _thread_ struct po six_ data; 
void *tsd [RTL_PTHREAD_KEYS_MAX]; 
} ; 
We will not explain each item in the structure. Some of them are self-explainable. We only 
explain the important ones related to our work. By the same time, we explain how the scheduler 
implements the real-time services. 
stack: This is used to store the stack-top each time this thread is switched to other thread for 
context restoration. 
sched _param: This item store the current priority of the task, which is used to search the 
highest priority active task for running. 
resume _time and period: these two items are used for periodic thread. period is the period of 
the task. If period is not zero, it is a periodic thread, or otherwise a aperiodic task. resume_time stores 
the ready time for the next instantiation of the task, and it also contain the phase information of the 
task. 
next: this is used to chain all the thread structure in a single chain table. In RT-Linux, we do 
not use three chains for ready queue, semaphore queue, and run queue respectively. However we use 
only one chain, with item pending, which we will explain below, to record which queue the threads 
reside. The scheduler searches all the TCBs to find the highest priority thread for running. This is not 
an effective way for large thread set, however it can simplify the scheduler when thread set is small. 
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Another problem is RT-Linux does not support FIFO or Round-Robin scheduling for the same 
priority tasks, which is a standard by POSIX. However, it does not relate to our resource, we ignore it. 
pending: this item is used for signaling. When a signal is sent to the thread, the corresponding 
bit is set, thus activate the thread. So it is also used for which queue the thread is located. If all the bits 
are cleared, it is in semaphore queue, and wait for activation. Or else it is in ready queue (a variable 
record the current thread in run queue). 
In this thesis, we only use binary semaphores (mutex). 
Mutex Structure: 
typedef struct { 
rtl_irqstate _t flags; 
int busy; 
int valid; 





} pthread _ mutex _ t; 
Actually we do not use all of these items, some of them are only for backward compatibility 
purpose. 
busy: Whether the mutex is locked 
wait: maintain a queue of threads which are blocked by this mutex because of resource 
contention. 
prioceiling: the ceiling of this mutex, which is set during initiation of the mutex. It is the 
user's responsibility to ensure it is correctness, or else unpredictable result may happen. 
4.1.3 Interface Modification 
We make a small modification to structure rtl_thread_struct and pthread_mutex_t without 
destroying the backward compatibility. 
In rtl_thread_struct, we add item 
deadline: this item is added to sched _param structure actually, because we want to keep 
compatible with another scheduler we used early, no other specific reason. 
executive: task execution time, used for admission control in RMS protocol or RMS with PIP 
or PCP. 
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critical_section: the largest outermost critical section, used for RMS admission control with 
PIP and PCP, to calculate upper-bound blocking time. 
repeat: the number of period of a "semi" periodic task. This is used to research on high 
workload periodic task and deadline missing. 
In structure pthread_mutex_t we add two items: 
oldprio: used in Priority Inheritance Protocol and Priority Ceiling Protocol. This item stores 
the old priority before it locks the mutex. When the resource is released, task that Jock it return to this 
number. 
oldceil: used in Priority Ceiling exclusively. It stores the current system ceiling when a thread 
locks a mutex. When the resource is released, system ceiling return to this number. 
owner: owner of the mutex, which is used for inheriting priority and also used to check 
whether the task release the mutex is just the one that lock it. 
next: we add this to implement LIFO link table for Priority Ceiling Protocol. 
4.2 Implementation of RMS Scheduler 
Function rt! _schedule take the responsibility of scheduling tasks. Whenever a task is created, 
release, suspended, finished or signaled, it is invoked to schedule which task will run next. 
rtl_schedule performs the following steps: 
Release the periodic tasks which are ready at the time, update the resume for next time. 
Find the highest available ready task 
Switch to the new task 
Response to signal if any 
Restore to the previous context 
In this case, we only change the code of step 2 from 
if ((t->pending & ~t->blocked) && (!new_task 
II (t->sched _param.sched _priority> 
to 
new_ task->sched _param. sched _priority))) 
{ 
new_ task = t; 
} 
if ((t->pending & ~t->blocked) && (!new_task II 
(t->period <new _task->period))) 
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{ 
new_ task = t; 
} 
Here the period of the task is used to determine the priority instead of 
t->sched _param.sched _priority. 
4.3 Implementation of Priority Inheritance Protocol 
In this protocol, we still use the original priority-driven scheduler. However, the task priority 
dynamically changes during mutex locking and unlocking. The following code performs these 
functions. 
If mutex is locked, the mutex records the priority before lock the mutex, and also record the 
owner of the mutex. 
mutex->oldprio = RTL_PRIO (RTL_CURRENT); 
mutex->owner = RTL_ CURRENT; 
Here RTL __ PRIO is a macro of the current task priority, can be either left value (can be 
assigned a value) or right value. 
If the thread is blocked because mutex is already lock, the thread who locks the mutex 
inherits the current priority: 
RTL_PRIO (mutex->owner) = RTL_PRIO(RTL_CURRENT); 
When mutex is unlocked, the priority of the thread return to the priority before it locks the 
mutex. 
RTL_PRIO(RTL_CURRENT) = mutex->oldprio; 
4.4 Implementation of Priority Ceiling Protocol 
In implementation of PCP, we use the fact that mutexs are locked and released in a stack 
manner. So we keep a LIFO link table with global variable mutex_chain. Below is the code segment 
in function pthread _ mutex _lock 
rtl _no_ interrupts( flags); 
if (mutex _chain) rtl_spin _lock(&mutex _ chain->lock); 
I* mutex locking fails */ 
while((RTL _PRIO(RTL _ CURRENT)<=cursysceil) 
RTL_ CURRENT)) { 
&& (mutex _ chain->owner 
RTL _PRIO (mutex _ chain->owner) =RTL _PRIO(RTL _CURRENT); 
ret = rtl_wait_sleep (&mutex_chain->wait, &mutex_chain->lock); 
!= 
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if (mutex_ chain) rtl_spin _lock( &mutex _ chain->lock); 
} 
if ( mutex _chain) rtl _spin_ unlock( &mutex _chain-> lock); 
rtl_spin_lock (&mutex->lock); 
/* mutex locking succeeds *I 
ret = _pthread_mutex_trylock(mutex); 
rtl_ spin_ unlock( &mutex-> lock); 
rtl _restore _interrupts( flags); 
if (ret) rtl_printf("Lock Error\n"); 
return ret; 
If the mutex is locked, the priority, system ceiling before locking and the owner (current task) 
is recorded in the mutex structure. The mutex and push the mutex to the LIFO. 
If the locking request is denied, the owner of the current system ceiling mutex will inherit the 
current priority. 
Below is the code segment of pthread _ mutex _unlock. 
RTL_PRIO(RTL_CURRENT) = mutex->oldprio; 
cursysceil = mutex _ chain->oldsysceil; 
mutex _chain = mutex _ chain->next; 
The original system ceiling and task priority is restored. Detailed analysis of the 
implementation will be in chapter 5. 
4.5 Detection of Deadline Miss 
In a hard real-time system, jobs should not miss their deadline. So task admission control is 
necessary. If the task is not schedulable under some algorithm, it should be rejected, or else admitted. 
For research purpose, we add the deadline detect functions to the scheduler. 
However, we do not want to increase the overhead of the scheduler. We do not use a timer to 
interrupt the system any time a deadlock should be checked. Since the deadlock rate is equal to the 
task frequency. By doing this, it will double the overhead. Another way is to check the deadline in 
pthread _wait_ np function. pthread _wait_ np is the only function used to declare accomplish of an 
instance of a task. After execution of this function, the task is suspended, waiting for the next period. 
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So we can check in pthread_wait_np function whether it misses its deadline. One may argue that, at 
this time the job has already missed its deadline. However since its hard read-time system, our goal is 
to prevent deadline missing, so it is acceptable to only notify the deadline missing. Another reason is 
that it is difficult deal with deadline missing; we cannot just stop the task, because the system has no 
initiating environment support for each instantiation (pthread_wait_np just suspend the thread and 
wait for a wakeup signal of the next instantiation, the current environment is still in use). Another 
drawback is that it cannot deal with deadlock. If deadlock occurs, it cannot give out the 
deadline-missing message, because the tasks are deadlock and cannot reach their pthread_wait_np 
function. 
In RMS protocol, deadline will be automatically assigned the period of the task. 
4.6 RMS with PIP or PCP 
As long as the assigned priority of an algorithm is static, we can use it in combination with 
PIP or PCP. RMS is such a protocol. In RMS with PIP or PCP, the priority of the task is assigned as 
the period of the task in pthread_create (in this case, period should be assigned only during task 
thread creation, it cannot be dynamically changed). 
Linux thread is assigned the maxim value in the system, standing for the lowest priority 
thread. 
4. 7 Finite Number Instances of Periodic Task 
In periodic task set condition, when we study deadline missing or how efficient the protocol 
is with respect to workload, we generally use task set with workload very high and approaching one. 
However, be general Linux runs as the lowest thread in RTLinux, this high workload in combination 
with the overhead of the scheduler will prevent general Linux from running for ever. The operating 
system will crash at this case. So if we specify the number of times the periodic task can repeat, the 
periodic task thread will eventually stop and return to general Linux. 
We add a new counting-down variable into the task structure. Every time the task 1s 
instantiated, this variable decreases by 1. If it is zero, no new instantiation will arrive. 
4.8 Task Admission Control 
In hard real-time system, a hard task should always meet its deadline. If a new task is 
admitted into the system, it cannot meet the deadline or keep other task from meeting their deadline, 
we should deny it and refuse admission. 
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In RMS, we use ~ %; ~ n(2 11 n -1) as our admission criterion, although it is not a 
necessary condition, since other condition is too difficult to calculate and make the scheduler 
overhead too high. 
We use (I C, J + Max( B, J ~ n(211 " -1) as admission criterion. Here h; is the worst case 
1=1 T, T, 
blocking time by lower priority tasks. We do not have all the information of a how tasks use the 
resources. The only information is its longest outermost critical section length CS; . In RMS with PIP, 
we use h; = L CS 1 as a rough estimation, we did not consider the factor of the number of resources 
J<i 
for the consideration of simplicity. In RMS with PCP, we use h; = Max j<i CS 1 
4.9 Scheduling Data Dump and Debug 
We have change the corresponding function thus it can output scheduling information during 
execution. In order to determine which time the scheduling information is needed, we have 
introduced two function: 
my_debug_on: enable the debug. If debug is enabled, scheduling data such as thread 
switching, mutex lock and release, priority change, ceiling change, task blocked and release can be 
outputted to the system console. So by enable this function, one can get all the data and check 
whether the task set executed as you expected. my_ debug_ off disable this function. 
If Xis started, you can use dmesg command to get the system console output. 
4.10 Analysis Tools 
In addition to the modification the RT-Linux, we also program a graphical tool to analyze 
various algorithms. This tool simulate the way a real-time scheduler the schedule the tasks. Recently 
it can deal with RMS, EDF, LLF, Priority Inheritance Protocol, and Priority Ceiling Protocol. 
However, the program is expansible, we can easily expand it to support other protocols. Most of the 
figures in chapter 3 are generated by these tools. 
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Chapter 5 
Test and Evaluation 
In this chapter we prove the correctness of Priority Inheritance Protocol and Priority Ceiling 
Protocol and analyze their worst case blocking time in a rigorous way. And then we will use task set 
in chapter 3 to test our new scheduler and compare the result with those got in chapter 3. 
Section 5.1 gives the notations and assumption. 5.2 and 5.3 gives a bunch of lemmas and 
theorem for PIP and PCP respectively without proof. The formal proof can be found in Lui Sha's 
paper [3 ][ 4]. 
5.1 Notations and Assumptions 
First we give some of the notions used in the following sections. 
(l)Ji denotes a job, an instance of a task ri. P; and I; denote the priority and period of 
task ri , respectively. 
(2) A binary semaphore guarding shared data and/or resource is denoted by Si P(Si) and 
V(S; )denote the indivisible operations lock (wait) and unlock (signal), respectively, on the binary 
semaphore Si 
(3) The jth critical section in job Ji is denoted by zi,J and corresponds to the code segment 
of job Ji between the jth P operation and its corresponding V operation. The semaphore that is 
locked and released by critical section zi,J is denoted by Si,J 
(4) We write zi,J c z1,k if the critical section zi,.J is entirely contained in zi,k 
(5) The duration of execution of the critical section zi,J denoted di,J is the time to execute 
z. . when J,. executes on the processor alone. 
1,j 
(6) /3i,.J denotes the set of all critical sections of the lower priority job J.i, which can block 
Ji. This is f3i..i = {z .f,k I j > i and z.J,k can block Ji} 
(7) Since we consider only properly nested critical sections, the set of blocking critical 
sections is partially ordered by set inclusion. Using this partial ordering, we can reduce our attention 
to the set of maximal elements of /3i,J, f3i:J . Specifically, we have 
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/J;:J = {zi,J I (zi,J E /3;,J )/\ (-,3z1,,,, E /Ji,J such that z1,k c z1,,,, )} . 
(8) We also define p* = LJ .. /3;*1. The set of all longest critical sections that can block J; J>l , 
Assumptions: 
i. Critical sections are properly nested. 
ii. Jobs do not suspend themselves. 
5 .2 Correctness of Priority Inheritance Protocol 
This section will give several important lemmas and theorem of Priority Inheritance Protocol 
but we do not formally prove it. We can use the wait-for graph in chapter 3 to get an intuitive 
perception. 
Lemma 1: A job JHcan be blocked by a lower priority jobJL, only if JL is executing 
within a critical section z L,J E /3~,L, when J H is initiated. 
This is to say, the only way J H is blocked by JL is JL is executing in a critical section 
which can block J H. Since by PIP, if JL is not in a z L,J E /3~ ,L 
Lemma 2: Under the basic priority inheritance protocol, a high priority job J H can be 
blocked by a lower priority job J 1. for at most the duration of one critical section of 
/3~.L regardless of the number of semaphores J and JL share. 
Theorem 3: Under the basic priority inheritance protocol, given a job J 0 , for which there are 
n lower priority jobs {J1, ···,Jn}, job J 0 can be blocked for at most the duration of one critical 
section in each of p;J ,1 ~ i ~ n . 
Lemma 4: A semaphore Scan cause push-through blocking to job J, only if Sis accessed both 
by a job which has priority lower than that of J and by a job which has or can inherit priority equal to 
or higher than that of J. 
We define S;~J,k to be the set of all longest critical sections of job J1 guarded by 
semaphore Sk and which can block job J1 either directly or via inheritance blocking. That 1s, 
(j,k = {z j,p I z j,p E /J;:jand s j,p = sk} 
Let s;:.,k = U J?.i s;:J.k represent the set of all longest critical sections corresponding to 
semaphore S k , which can block J; . 
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Lemma 5: Under the basic priority inheritance protocol, a job J J can encounter blocking by at 
most one critical section in s;:.,k for each semaphore S k ,I ::; k ::; m where m is the number of distinct 
semaphores. 
Theorem 6: Under the basic priority inheritance protocol, if there are m semaphores, which 
can block job J, then J can be blocked by at most m times. 
Theorem 3 and Theorem 6 give us the proof that if a task has v lower priority tasks and k 
semaphores, in the worst case, a job can be blocked by at most min(v, k) times, each for the duration 
of an outermost critical section. 
5 .3 Correctness of Priority Ceiling Protocol 
Assumptions: 
1. The assigned priorities of all jobs are fixed and they do not change during run time as EDF 
algorithm. Some protocol as RMS satisfies this requirement and can work with Priority Ceiling 
Protocol. 
2 The resources required by all jobs are known a priori before the execution of any job 
begins. 
Lemma 7: A job J can be blocked by a lower priority job JL, only if the priority of job J is no 
higher than the highest priority ceiling of all the semaphores that are locked by all lower priority jobs 
when J is initiated. 
Lemma 8: Suppose that the critical section z J,n of job J 1 is preempted by job Ji which enters 
its critical section zi,m, Under the priority ceiling protocol, job J 1 cannot inherit a priority level which 
is higher than or equal to that of job Ji until job Ji completes. 
Lemma 9: The priority ceiling protocol prevents transitive blocking. 
Theorem 10: The priority ceiling protocol prevents deadlocks. 
Lemma 11: LetJL be a job with a lower priority than that of job Ji. Job Ji can be blocked by 
job J1, for at most the duration of one critical section in /J;~L . 
Theorem 12: A job J can be blocked for at most the duration of at most one element of /J;* 
By using wait-for graph, we can see that PCP actually break some of the edges on the 
wait-for graph and thus each wait-for tree has no more than one resource (if we only consider the 
resource guarding an outermost critical section) and two tasks: one locks the resource and one waits 
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for it. So only one ownership edge can on this wait-for tree and the direct blocking time reduced to 
only one outermost critical section. 
We will use an example and a graph to prove some of the theorem informally. 
In Table 5.1 we list a scheduling example and the current system ceiling, current priority, and 
the priority of the task that hold the system ceiling (Ceil holder priority) 
Table 5 .1 Priority Ceiling 
Ceil holder Current System 
priority Priority Ceiling Event 
Tl 0 2 0 Task l's ready and run 
T2 0 3 0 Task 2's ready and run 
T3 3 3 6 Task 2 locks Resourcel 
T4 3 4 6 Task 3 preempts Task 2 
TS 4 4 6 Task 3 blocked by Task 2 
T6 4 7 6 Task 4 preempts Task 2 
T7 7 7 8 Task 4 locks Resource 2 
TB 7 7 9 Task 4 locks Resource 3 
T9 7 7 9 Nothing happens 
TlO 7 7 8 Task 4 releases Resource 3 
Tll 4 7 6 Task 4 release Resource 2 
Tl2 4 4 6 Task 4 finishes, Task 2 runs 
T13 0 4 0 Task 2 releases Resource 1, 
Task 3 resumes 
Tl4 0 4 0 Nothing happen 
T15 0 3 0 Task 3 finishes, Task 2 resumes 
Tl6 0 2 0 Task 2 finishes, Task 1 resumes 
Tl7 0 0 0 Task 1 finishes 
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In Figures .1, the dotted dash line is the priority of the task that owns the current system 
priority ceiling (HolPrio). Solid line stands for the priority of the current run task (CurPrio). The dash 
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Figure 5.1 Priority Ceiling Protocol 
From the above graph, we can see that 
The current system ceiling is always greater than or equal to the priority of the task that holds 
that ceiling. This is obvious by the definition of system ceiling and ceiling of resources. 
The running task always has a priority no less than HolPrio. 
If the priority of the task is less than or equal to the current priority ceiling, when it tries to 
enter its critical section, it is blocked and the task with priority ceiling inherits its priority. 
If the priority of the task is higher than the current priority ceiling, the task can enter its 
critical section and preempt the task with system ceiling. A new system ceiling is created and HolPrio 
is higher than the old critical ceiling. This means a task can never inherit a priority than its ceiling. 
The higher the ceiling of resources a task holds, the higher its current priority. This means the 
resource ceiling and priority of task are in the same order. 
Task holding resource can never be blocked. It can only be preempted. According to (5), for 
those tasks holding resource, a lower priority task can resume running only when higher priority task 
finishes. So resource locking and releasing behave like a LIFO. This is the basis how we implement 
this protocol in chapter 4. 
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5.4 Schedulability Analysis 
A set of n periodic tasks usmg the priority ceiling protocol can be scheduled by the 
rate-monotonic algorithm if the following conditions are satisfied: 
c1 c2 c B ( 11 ) Vi,lsisn, -+-+···+-'+-'si2 '-1 
Ti T2 T, T, 
For task i, only those task with higher priority can preempt it, those with lower priority task 
can block it. So C1 + C2 + · · · + C; + B; is the time of both preemption and blocking. According to 
Ti T2 T, T, 
previous discussion, for task i, it is schedulable. If for every i, it holds true, the task set is schedulable. 
That is, 
(IC, J + Max(B, J s_ n(211 " -1) 
1=1 T, T, 
This is both true for PIP and PCP, only the way to calculate blocking time is different. 
5.5 Test Scheme 
The task set we used is the same as listed in Table 3 .1. We will compare the execution result 
to that we got by hand in chapter 3. 
The execution of task is implemented by iteration. The number of loops controls the time 
spent of those iteration. In our task scheme, the task's arrive time is different and multiple of a unit 
tick, and we use timer function to setup this time. And all the execution time is a multiple of the unit 
time. However, we do not know exactly how many loops are needed to elapse one unit tick. Here 
before the task threads are created, we first create a task thread called "calibrate" task to calculate the 
number of loops for one unit. After that, we will use two constant, one is the unit tick, the other the 
number of loops per unit time to establish the task set scheme. 
We have to make all the iterations in each task the same as that in "calibrate" task, so that, 
after compilation, they all have the objective code. In addition, we use volatile variables in iteration to 
prevent the compiler from optimization, because compiler optimization is uncontrollable by the user 
and we cannot expect the compiler optimize each loop just the same way. E.g. compiler may use 
register for variable if it can, but if a lot variable are used, the compiler cannot use register for all 
variables thus the optimization result is unpredictable. Volatile variable prevent the compiler from 
allocating registers for variables, such that all iteration behave the same way. 
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The task set is the same in Table 3 .1. In the test program, we turn on the debug option to 
output all the scheduling information, which is graphically display and compared to that in chapter 3. 
In resource require graph, the biggest different to wait-for graph is there are only edges from 
Figure 5.2 Resource Requirement 
tasks to resources. An edge from the task vertex Ti to the resource vertex Rj means task Ti requires a 
resource Ri. The value on the edge means the time it needs to occupy the resource. Figure 5 .2 is the 
resource require graph for task set in Table 3 .1. 
Table 5.2 lists the blocking time contributed by three kind of blocking. 
Table 5.2 Computation of blocking times 
Directly blocked by Prio-inher blocked by Prio-ceiling blocked by 
T1 T3 T4 Ts T1 T3 T4 Ts T1 T3 T4 Ts 
T1 4 
T1 * 1.5 4 * 4 * 4 
T3 * * 4 4 * 
T4 * 4 * 4 * 4 
The leftmost part is the direct-blocking table. The middle part is the priority 
inheritance-blocking table and the right part is the priority ceiling-blocking table. 
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For PIP, the maximum blocking time of task i by a lower priority task j is the biggest in j 
column, which is the longest outmost critical section. The maximum blocking time of task i h; (re) is 
the sum of all blocking time by lower priority tasks. 
From the Table 5.3, 
be1(re)=8, be2 (re)=8, be3 (re)=8, be4 (re)=4 
For PCP, h; (re) is the maximum value of all the entries in the ith row of the three tables. 
From Table 5.3, we can get, 
be1 (re)= 4, be2 (re)= 4, be3 (re)= 4, be4 (re)= 4 
5.6 Machine Configuration and OS version 
Hardware: Pentium III 700, 384MRAM, 
Software: Linux kernel 2.4.4 
FSMLabs' RTLinux 3.1 
5.7 Test of Fixed Priority Scheduler 
In fixed priority scheduler, no resource access control is used. 
Scheduling data is listed below. 
Round per tick: 0 lledd36 
Start from: 0000017b-00000000 
0000017a-89396cc0: Task d896bb44 switch to ceccOOOO 
0000017a-8939af00: Task ceccOOOO switch to d896bb44 
0000017a-893a0e20: Task d896bb44 switch to cfbOOOOO 
0000017a-893a4200: Task cfbOOOOO switch to d896bb44 
0000017a-893a9f20: Task d896bb44 switch to d02f0000 
0000017a-893ad400: Task d02f0000 switch to d896bb44 
0000017a-893b3620: Task d896bb44 switch to d3290000 
0000017a-893b67a0: Task d3290000 switch to d896bb44 
0000017a-893bc660: Task d896bb44 switch to d3278000 
0000017a-893bf540: Task d3278000 switch to d896bb44 
0000017b-00002540: Task d896bb44 switch to d3278000 
0000017b-Offe0d40: Task d3278000 locks rnutex d893a460 
0000017b-20002080: Task d3278000 switch to d3290000 
0000017b-2ffdfb60: Task d3290000 locks rnutex d893a4a0 
0000017b-40002180: Task d3290000 switch to d02f0000 
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blocked by mutex d893a460 
switch to d02f0000 
switch to d3290000 
switch to ceccOOOO 
blocked by mutex d893a4a0 
switch to d3290000 
blocked by mutex d893a460 
switch to d3278000 
releases mutex d893a460 
waked up 
waked up 
switch to cfbOOOOO 
locks mutex d893a460 
releases mutex d893a460 
switch to d3290000 
locks mutex d893a460 
releases mutex d893a460 
releases mutex d893a4a0 
waked up 
switch to ceccOOOO 
locks mutex d893a4a0 
releases mutex d893a4a0 
switch to d3290000 
switch to d3278000 
switch to d896bb44 
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Figure 5.3 Fixed Priority Scheduler Output 
Tasks are denoted by their address of TCB and mutex are denoted by their address of mutex 
object. All time is in 64 bit hexadecimal format, standing for how many nanosecond elapses after the 
start of RT-Linux scheduler. The time noted by "start time" is the when the task set begin scheduled. 
Since, we care only about the time after tasks arrived, this time is used as a reference. Figure 5.3 
shows the scheduling scheme generated by the above data. However the time are normalized by the 
unit time. The unit time is Ox 10000000 ns. 
We can see the time jitter is less than Ox3000 ns (about 12.3µs), consider the inaccuracy of 
the calibration task, the timer interrupts, the hardware interrupts and scheduler overhead, we cannot 
ignore it. 
The blocking time of each task is 
be1 (re)= 8, be2 (re)= 5, be3 (re)=1, be4 (re)= 3 
5.8 Test of Priority Inheritance Scheduler 
Scheduling data is listed below. 
Round per tick: 0 29ed9al 
Start from: OOOOOSd0-00000000 
000005cd-a6a7cbe0: Task d896bd64 switch to cfObOOOO 
000005cd-a6a80de0: Task cfObOOOO switch to d896bd64 
000005cd-a6a87260: Task d896bd64 switch to cf090000 
000005cd-a6a8a520: Task cf090000 switch to d896bd64 
000005cd-a6a90380: Task d896bd64 switch to d2ed0000 
000005cd-a6a93500: Task d2ed0000 switch to dB 96bd64 
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000005cd-a6a990e0: Task d896bd64 switch to d0310000 
000005cd-a6a9bc60: Task d0310000 switch to d896bd64 
000005cd-a6aall60: Task d896bd64 switch to d32c8000 
000005cd-a6aa4260: Task d32c8000 switch to d896bd64 
000005d0-000029c0: Task d896bd64 switch to d32c8000 
000005d0-0ffe46c0: Task d32c8000 locks mutex d891d140 
OOOOOSd0-20002140: Task d32c8000 switch to d0310000 
000005d0-32b2f900: Task d0310000 locks mutex d89ldl80 
OOOOOSd0-40002200: Task d0310000 switch to d2ed0000 
000005d0-50001f40: Task d2ed0000 switch to cf090000 
000005d0-5ffdf3a0: Task cf090000 blocked by mutex d89ldl40 
000005d0-5ffe0b60: Task cf090000 switch to d32c8000 
000005d0-70001f20: Task d32c8000 switch to cfObOOOO 
000005d0-800055a0: Task cfObOOOO blocked by mutex d891d180 
000005d0-80006760: Task cfObOOOO switch to d0310000 
000005d0-92ble3e0: Task d0310000 blocked by mutex d89ld140 
000005d0-92blf5a0: Task d0310000 switch to d32c8000 
000005d0-b2aa50a0: Task d32c8000 releases mutex d891d140 
000005d0-b2aa6260: Task d0310000 waked up 
000005d0-b2aa6260: Task cf090000 waked up 
000005d0-b2dc27a0: Task d32c8000 switch to d0310000 
000005d0-b2dc48c0: Task d0310000 locks mutex d89ld140 
000005d0-cadc77a0: Task d0310000 releases mutex d89ld140 
000005d0-d4374f40: Task d0310000 releases mutex d891d180 
000005d0-d4376020: Task cfObOOOO waked up 
000005d0-d44a34a0: Task d0310000 switch to cfObOOOO 
000005d0-d44a5420: Task cfObOOOO locks mutex d891d180 
000005d0-e44a8060: Task cfObOOOO releases mutex d89ld180 
000005d0-f44acec0: Task cfObOOOO switch to cf090000 
000005d0-f44aeae0: Task cf090000 locks mutex d89ldl40 
000005dl-044b0d80: Task cf090000 releases mutex d89ldl40 
000005dl-144b4a60: Task cf090000 switch to d2ed0000 
000005dl-24496de0: Task d2ed0000 switch to d0310000 
000005dl-3436dce0: Task d0310000 switch to d32c8000 
000005dl-44057400: Task d32c8000 switch to dB 96bd64 
Task 1: cfObOOOO 
Task 2: cf090000 
8. 
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Task 3: d2ed0000 
Task 4: d0310000 
Task 5: d32c8000 
Linux Task: d896bd64 
Mutex gray : d89ldl80 
Mutex black: d89ldl40 
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Figure 5.4 Priority Inheritance Scheduler Output 
Compared to Figure 3 .11 we can see they have the same result. The blocking times are: 
bc1(rc)=5, bc2 (rc)=6, bc3 (rc)=6, bc4 (rc)=3 
Highest priority task is blocked for less time than the previous scheduler, where the value is 
5 .9 Test of Priority Ceiling Scheduler 
Scheduling data is listed below: 
Start from: 0000018d-00000000 
0000018c-7a91a3a0: Task d8 96c04 4 switch to d3278000 
0000018c-7a9le940: Task d3278000 switch to d896c044 
0000018c-7a924de0: Task d8 96c04 4 switch to d3290000 
0000018c-7a927980: Task d3290000 switch to d896c044 
0000018c-7a92cfa0: Task d8 96c04 4 switch to d02f0000 
0000018c-7a9300c0: Task d02f0000 switch to d896c044 
0000018c-7a935c40: Task d896c044 switch to cfbOOOOO 
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0000018c-7a938ea0: Task cfbOOOOO switch to d896c044 
0000018c-7a93ed40: Task d896c044 switch to ceccOOOO 
0000018c-7a941f80: Task ceccOOOO switch to d896c044 
0000018d-00002440: Task d896c044 switch to ceccOOOO 
0000018d-Offe4d60: Task ceccOOOO locks mutex d893a460. Ceiling 4 
0000018d-20001dc0: Task ceccOOOO switch to cfbOOOOO 
0000018d-2ffde720: Task cfbOOOOO blocked by mutex d893a460 
Task ceccOOOO inherits cfbOOOOO 's prio 2 
0000018d-2ffelle0: Task cfbOOOOO switch to ceccOOOO 
0000018d-4000lce0: Task ceccOOOO switch to d02f0000 
0000018d-50001f20: Task d02f0000 switch to d3290000 
0000018d-5ffdela0: Task d3290000 blocked by mutex d893a460 
Task ceccOOOO inherits d3290000 's prio 4 
0000018d-5ffe0560: Task d3290000 switch to ceccOOOO 
0000018d-700020a0: Task ceccOOOO switch to d3278000 
0000018d-800071c0: Task d3278000 locks mutex d893a4a0. Ceiling 5 
0000018d-9000b3a0: Task d3278000 releases mutex d893a4a0. Ceiling 4 
Task d3278000 return to prio 5 
0000018d-a000f6c0: Task d3278000 switch to ceccOOOO 
0000018d-aff52980: Task ceccOOOO releases mutex d893a460. Ceiling -2 
Task ceccOOOO return to prio 1 
0000018d-aff54640: Task d3290000 waked up 
0000018d-aff54640: Task cfbOOOOO waked up 
0000018d-aff56600: Task ceccOOOO switch to d3290000 
0000018d-aff58160: Task d3290000 locks mutex d893a460. Ceiling 4 
0000018d-bff59800: Task d3290000 releases mutex d893a460. Ceiling -2 
Task d3290000 return to prio 4 
0000018d-cff5efa0: Task d3290000 switch to d02f0000 
0000018d-dff42180: Task d02f0000 switch to cfbOOOOO 
0000018d-dff43be0: Task cfbOOOOO locks mutex d893a4a0. Ceiling 5 
0000018d-fff49d00: Task cfbOOOOO locks mutex d893a460. Ceiling 5 
0000018e-17f4f0a0: Task cfbOOOOO releases mutex d893a460. Ceiling 5 
Task cfbOOOOO return to prio 2 
0000018e-lff52fa0: Task cfbOOOOO releases mutex d893a4a0. Ceiling -2 
Task cfbOOOOO return to prio 2 
0000018e-2ff58860: Task cfbOOOOO switch to ceccOOOO 
0000018e-3ff5a7c0: Task ceccOOOO switch to d896c044 
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Task 1: d3278000 
Task 2: d3290000 
Task 3: d02f0000 
Task 4: cfbOOOOO 
Task 5: ceccOOOO 
Linux Task: d896c044 
Mutex gray : d893a4a0 
Mutex black: d893a460 
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Figure 5 .5 Priority Ceiling Scheduler Output 
Compared to Figure 3 .14 we can see they have the same result. Blocking time is be1 (re)= 0, 




A Real-time Dynamic Voltage Scaling Scheduling Algorithm 
Based on Variational Method 
6.1 Introductions and Background 
With more powerful microprocessors being used, many portable and other battery powered 
devices such as camcorders, mobile phones, remote smart sensors, robots, etc. are becoming much 
more powerful and smarter, while the side effect is obvious: energy consumption keeps increasing 
and puts a big burden on the battery life and heat sinking. 
Recently, many researches are being done on energy conservation m the context of 
scheduling. One of the popular methods 1s Dynamic Voltage Scaling (D VS) 
[l 6][17][18][19][20][21][22][23], which needs supports from both hardware and software. It takes the 
advantage of the characteristics of the prevailing CMOS process: the power consumption is 
quadratically proportional to the supply voltage ( P oc V 2 ) [27]. However, lower power supply means 
lower processor speed, so only when the processor is underutilized can we lower the supply voltage. 
There are many kinds of DYS algorithms available for non-real-time systems, whatever they are, they 
all measure the average utilization of the task set and determine the frequency at which the processor 
should run. 
However, lower the processor frequency means more time is required to finish a task. In a 
real-time system, especially hard real-time system, missing deadline can cause catastrophic 
consequences. So lowering the frequency while still guaranteeing the timeliness of task execution is 
the dual goal of the power management part in real-time system. Several Real-time Dynamic Voltage 
Scaling (RT-DYS) [28] algorithms were proposed to combine DYS into periodic real-time task 
scheduler. The most straightforward way is the static EDF algorithm [28], which lower the frequency 
to its task set utilization. According to the utilization test of schedulability of EDF algorithm, if the 
II 
utilization u = LC;/ P; s 1 , then the task set is schedulable. Suppose the utilization of a task set is 
i=l 
u, we lower the frequency by this u, the new worst-case execution time of each task is c; = C; ju and 
II 
the new utilization is u' = L c; / P; = u/u =l, so the task set is still schedulable. However, static 
i=l 
EDF suppose tasks run in their worst cases. When the actual execution time is less than the worst case, 
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it cannot reclaim the unused time. Cycle-conserving EDF and Cycle-conserving RMS [28] algorithms 
solve this problem and can distribute the recently reclaimed time to the execution of the other tasks. 
Generally we assume we do not know the actual execution time of a task until it finishes. The only 
time that can be reclaimed is the time from early-completed tasks. So Cycle-conserving EDF and 
RMS are kinds of "myopic" algorithm. With some kind of projection, the most aggressive algorithm 
Look-ahead EDF [28] can save more energy than the former two algorithms. It pushes off as much as 
possible the computation of a task and execute at a lowest necessary frequency first. At a later time, it 
can run at higher frequency to "catch up" the deadline. Since a task often finishes before its 
worst-case execution time (WCET) and does not need to executive at a later higher frequency, energy 
is saved. This algorithm works fine in some cases, however, it has some deficiencies: (1) it can only 
change frequency when a invocation of task arrives or finishes, while for a stochastic execution time 
task (we will call it stochastic task in the rest part of this thesis), changing frequency in the middle of 
task execution can be beneficial; (2) it often pushes off too much computation and have to "catch up" 
at very high frequency, consuming unnecessary energy (this is especially true when the utilization is 
low and the performance can even worse than static EDF); (3) it doesn't consider the random 
distribution of the execution time of a task, however it does have effect on energy consumption; ( 4) 
using the time of the latest deadline for computation pushing off is not reasonable, if the interval 
between the current time and the latest deadline is too narrow or too wide, the result may be worse 
and cannot reflect a real "good" way to save energy; (5)when the actual execution time of tasks 
approach to its worst case, it cannot approach to static EDF, which give the optimal result. Because of 
these under-considerations, its performance is not as good as what we hope and deviate from the 
optimum by a large amount. 
In the rest part of this chapter, we will quantitatively analyze the optimal execution of 
stochastic task by statistical analysis and variational method. Based on the observation of the result, 
we propose a new RT-DYS algorithm, which can exploit as much potential as possible to reach its 
optimum. In this new algorithm, we introduce only one new parameter of the task, which is the 
average execution time. Without adding many parameters, the power efficiency improves a lot, and 
the complexity still keeps in the order of the number of tasks. 
6.2. Quantitative Analysis of the Execution of Stochastic Task Sets 
6.2.1 Power vs. Frequency in CMOS Process 
According to the characteristics of CMOS process, the propagation delay of a CMOS gate is 
inversely proportional to the supply voltage. Increasing the supply voltage can reduce the propagation 
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delay, thus increase the operating frequency. The relation between the propagation delay and the 
supply voltage is, td = ( VDD )2 [27], where VDD is the supply voltage and VT the threshold 
VDD -VT 
voltage of CMOS transistors. 
The power of a CMOS chip can be expressed roughly as P ~ f · V ~D ·CL [27], where f is 
the frequency of the chip, CL is the total capacitive load. If we normalize the highest frequency at 
which the processor can run as 1 (we will make this assumption throughout this chapter), and the 





































Figure 6.2 Power vs. Frequency, 





This function is a convex down function. However it is too complex and we can use simple 
power function P(f) = v;,2 f P to approximate it. 
The solid curve in Figure 6.1 shows a power vs. frequency function, which has Vb = 5V and 
VT =IV. The dashed line is a power function with f3 = 2.22, which fit the P(f) very well. 
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Figure 6 2 is another example with v;, = 3V and Vr = lV. Power function with /3 = 1.95 is a good 
approximation. We can also see that the quadratic ( f3 = 2 ) function is also a fairly good 
approximation. 
If we define the frequency of the processor at various time points as the execution curve, 
denoted as f (t), and use the quadratic approximation of the power vs. frequency function, we can 
decompose the execution curve into DC part and AC part. Since the total execution time is the same, 
the DC part is the same. However by Parseval's theorem, the total power should be the sum of the DC 
and AC part, less AC part means less power. This gives us a direct way to figure out the efficiency of 
the algorithm by its execution curve, i.e. a better the algorithm should give an execution curve as less 
fluctuating as possible, especially less high magnitude AC components. 
6.2.2 Optimal Execution Curve of a Non-stochastic Task 
Since the task is non-probabilistic, its computation time is determined, and it cannot finish 
ahead of its worst case. The total area under the execution curve f(t) should be the computation 
time of the task. That is, 
r f . dt = c/otal (1) 
here c10101 is the required execution time. And we need to find f (t) under which the total 
energy consumption is minimal, i.e. find the minimal of 
r P(J)·dt (2) 
According to the integral form of Jason's inequality, we know that for a convex function, 
when the sum of the argument is a constant, which is r f. dt =Clo/al the extremity of r P(J )· dt 
arrives when J(t) is a constant. So the best frequency should be c,0101 /(t2 - t1) during the entire 
time interval. This gives another proof that the execution curve should be flat rather than fluctuating. 
6.2.3 Optimal Execution Curve of a Stochastic Task 
However, in most cases, the computation time is not fixed but stochastic. Task can execute 
less than its WCET, and consume less energy. So the criterion of the best execution curve should be 
the lowest average energy consumption, so we need to modify the equation and extreme the average 
energy. 
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Assume C is a random variable denoting the actual computation time of the task, pdfc (e) is 
the probability density function and cdfc ( e) the cumulative distribution function of C. We also 
define the computation time function as e(t) = J f · dt , which is the computation time (if run at 
1 
processor frequency 1) finished at time t . The boundary condition is the same as above, which is, 
r f . dt = ewcet 
1 
(3) 
ewcet is the worst case execution time. And the average energy we need to extreme is, 
f [i P(J}it}pdfc ·de (4) 
[ i P(J}it J is the energy consumed until time t. By using integration by parts, it can be 
transformed to 
(2 P(f) J. -·(1-cdfc)·de 
l f 
(5) 
By de = fdt, constraint condition Eq.3 can also be expressed as 
f""' de_ -T .Ii ·--t2 -t, -
f 
(6) 
By Lagrange multiplier method, the solution of this variational equation is, 
(1- cdfc X.JP; - P) =a . (7) 
P; is the first order derivative of P(J) with respect to f and a is a constant. However, 
except for some form of P(J), it is a transcendental equation. As we discussed before, power 
function can give a good approximation to P(f), so we can suppose P(J) has the form of 
P(f)= f P(p ~ 1), plug it in Eq.7, f = ( a )'l/3, considering the boundary condition, we 
f3 1-cdfc 
can get, 
f""' (1- cdfc )'1/3 de 
f = T(l - cdfc )'1/3 (8) 
We can see there are several properties of f : 
( 1) f (t) is an increasing function; 
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(2) Because reel (1- cdfc )de= fc'' e · pdfc ·de= eacet; 
and 
reel (1- cdfc )de < feet (1- cdfc )I/fl de < f"'' de 
T(l- cdfc )11fl - T(l- cdfc )I/fl - T(l - cdfc )I/fl 
we can get, 
e acet < f ( 0) < ewcet , so the start frequency is above the ACET; 
T T 
(3) limf(t) can be infinite, this is because the probability at WCET is low, running at such 
1->cfJ 
a high frequency cause less penalty. 
( 4) The average energy is 
[ f"" (1- cdfc. )11fl d-e-]fl is a decreasing function with respect to fJ, so we can get that, 
ewcel 
[ f"' (1- cdfc )1 d-c-]/3 < [ fc" (1- cdfc )If /3 d-c-]/3 < l ["'" (1- cdfc )111 d-c-]1 
cwcet cwcet l w,vcet 
So, r( c ace/ )/3 < E < r( cwcet )/3 c ace I ( 10) 
T T cwce1 
The left part inequality is case when the task run at average frequency and the right part 
inequality is the case that the task always runs at the WCET frequency. 
10'1· 
! 
sigma 0.05 1 




Figure 6 3 Stochastic Task Execution Curve 
without Bound 
Table 6.1 Start/and Aver Energy ofFig.6.3 
Sigma Start Freq Average 
Enern:v 
0.05 0.459046 3.531103 
0.10 0.509946 4.450554 
0.15 0.549525 5.277361 
0.20 0.574561 5.838831 
0.25 0.590089 6.193708 
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Figure 6.3 lists a set of stochastic tasks, of which the computation time conforms to a normal 
distribution with a time interval [O,l](i.e. a deadline at time 1), an average computation time 0.4 and 
a worst-case time 0.8. Vb = 5 and Vr = 1 (without notice, we always make this assumption). We also 
assume the processor has no upper bound frequency, which is assumed as 1. We know that normal 
distribution is unbounded, so we truncate off the curve before 0 and after 0.8, and we know the 
probability after 2 times sigma is less than 2.3%, so the difference is very small. 
The curves from the bottom to the top have different sigma from 0.05 to 0.25 respectively. As 
we have expected, the execution curve is an increasing function. And we can see that the start 
frequency is mainly determined by the average execution time. The variance of the computation time 
does not matter much. 
In Table 6.1, we can see the difference of start frequencies is small, while the average energy 
varies a lot. This is because, different from execution curve, where the power has a less coefficient at 
the beginning time. The coefficient of energy at different computation time is just the probability at 
that point. 
The above example does not have an upper bound of the execution frequency, while we 
assume the highest frequency is 1, above which, the processor may burn up. The following example 
shows the case with upper bound. The execution curve is calculated by numerical method. The tasks 
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Figure 6.4 Execution Curve with Bound 
Table 6.2 Task Set With Freq Bound 
(j Start Freq Average 
Energy 
0.05 0.655645 5.580998 
0.10 0.645446 5.789430 
0.15 0.636307 6.000671 
0.20 0.629172 6.199364 
0.25 0.624359 6.368483 
In Figure 6.4 we can see that, compared to the curve without bound, the start frequency 
increases quite a bit and cannot reflect the ACET as does the unbounded curves, the worst-case 
execution time may also affect it. We can also see that the average energy consumption also increases. 
In the above case, the average energy of a task with an execution time variance of 0.25 is about 14% 
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higher than that of when the variance is 0.05. So if we choose an appropriate variance, we can ignore 
the effect of variance. 
Figure 6.5 shows the effect of the average case execution time (ACET) on the execution 
curve. The beginning frequency increases with respect to the average execution time. But it is not a 
linear function. It is a complex function with respect to the average computation time and the WCET. 
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Figure 6.5 Tasks with Different ACET 
Table 6.3 Task Set With Diff Average 
Comp Time 
ACET Start Freq Average 
Energy 
0.30 0.582278 3.936897 
0.40 0.645446 5.789430 
0.50 0.693257 7.794256 
0.60 0.730390 9.886982 
Figure 6.6 show how the worst case execution time affect the execution curve. The tasks have 
average execution time of 0.5, the sigma is (cworsi - c average )/2. We can see the worst-case execution 
time can greatly increase the start frequency, which is different than the case without frequency bound. 
This is because with a frequency bound, the worst-case execution time has to spread to the left of the 
time axis, thus affecting the start frequency. We can also see it also changes the average energy, since 
it changes the lower time frequency. 
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Figure.6.6 Tasks with Different WCET 
Table 6.4 Task Set With Diff Worst-Case 
Comp Time 
WCET Start Freq Average 
Energy 
0.30 0.582278 3.936897 
0.40 0.645446 5.789430 
0.50 0.693257 7.794256 
0.60 0.730390 9.886982 
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6.2.4 Normalization of the Time Interval 
Based on the above discussion, if we made a mesh, on which knots are the crossing of 
different average computation time and maximal computation time, we can easily get the execution 
curve for various tasks by using interpolation. However, in Eq.3 and Eq.4 the time interval is 
arbitrarily specified as [tptz), which is not bounded and it is impossible to use interpolation with a 
finite mesh. The solution is to normalize the time interval into [0,1] and can easily get the correct 
execution curve from the normalized solution. 
Assume T=t2 -t1 and let t'=(t-t1)/T, such that, t=T·t'+t1 • Let f'(t')=J(t) 
such that c(t) = J J(t }l,t = T { f'(t'')cit' = Tc'(t'). Plug these equations into Eq.1 and Eq.3, we can 
I 
get the boundary condition, 
! J' (t')dt' = Cwcet /T 
and the average energy we need to extreme is, 
So, we can extreme the normalized variational equation ![ { P(J')dt'] · dcdfc (c') and get 
the actual execution curve by f (t) = f' ((t - t 1 )/T). Note that the cumulative distribution function is 
with respect to the new random variable. In normal distribution, we can just change µ, CY, c acet and 
cwcei to µ/T, <J/T, cacet /T and cwcet /T. And the average energy is T times the normalized one. 
So, we can always transform an arbitrary time interval problem into a normalized equivalent. 
This is the basis to create a look-up table. 
6.2.5 Two-frequency Step Function Approximation 
However, a continuously variable execution curve is not feasible for implementation. We 
have to break it into discrete pieces of step functions. By experiment, two-frequency step function can 
gain a good accuracy. 
In a step function there are three parameters we need to figure out: the start execution 
frequency, the end frequency and the frequency transition time. However there are only two 
independent parameters. Now the variational equation is reduced to a problem to find the minimum of 
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a two-argument function. We can prove that the function is unimodal (only one extreme value) and 
the contour is a convex curve. Figure 6.7 gives an example of a task with execution time evenly 
distributed between [0.3,0.7] during a time interval of [0,1]. For convenience, we choose the 
transition time and the left part computation time as the two independent arguments. The horizontal 
axis is the transition time axis. The vertical axis is the work executed during the under the first 
frequency. We can see that the contour consists of perfectly nested convex curves, with the extremity 
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Figure 6.7 Unimodal Energy Contour Figure 6.8 Step Function Approximation 
frequency is lower than the end frequency. 
We can use the golden-section method to find the minimum point, which is much faster than 
variational method. 
Figure 6.8 illustrates the step function approximate of the task set in Figure 6.4. When the 
sigma approaches zero, the step function should perfectly match the continuous execution curve. In 
fact, in common cases, the difference of average energy by these two algorithms is very small. Table 
6.5 compares the difference between continuous execution curve and one-step discrete execution 
curve of 16 different tasks without various average and max execution time, each of which conforms 
to normal distribution with a sigma (cwcet - cacet )/2 or cacet /2' whichever the smaller. 
The absolute difference between the step function and the continuous function is small, when 
the average computation time is small, despite the relative difference may be a bit large. In an 
environment with many tasks, this is not a problem. In a whole the average difference is about 
1 %~2%, so it is a good approximation. 
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Table 6.5 Comparison of Continuous Executive Curve with Step One 
Ave Co~~~~~"mp Continuous Curve st;ep "Curve Relative Diff 
0.2 0.36 1.037909 0.992112 4.62% 
0.2 0.52 1.481025 1. 400262 5. 77% 
0.2 0.68 6904 2. 3.96% 
0.2 0.84 3.336005 1.72% 
0.4 0.52 3.552581 3.518804 0. 96% 
0.4 0.64 4.572151 4.478419 2.09% 
0.4 0.76 5.498279 1.29% 
0.4 0.88 7.175478 7.13399 0.58% 
0.6 0.68 7.55303 7.520609 0.43% 
0.6 0.76 9.124907 9.05582 0.76% 
0.6 0.84 10.678106 10.629836 0.45% 
0.6 0.92 12.480058 12.459962 0.16% 
0.8 0.84 13.41649 13.381474 0.26% 
0.8 0.88 14.702823 14. 67138 0.21% 
0.8 0.92 16.043289 16.025323 0 .11% 
0.8 0. 96 17.490249 17.483819 0.04% 
6.2.6 Approximate Computation Time Distribution of Task Set 
If we know the exact distribution of tasks, we can use numerical method to get the optimal 
solution. However, in the actual environment, we neither have the time to do the slow process to 
numerically solve a variational equation, nor do we have the ability or energy to elaborate the exact 
computation distribution. And as a matter of fact, it is also not necessary to introduce too many 
parameters. Our goal is to improve the energy efficiency, meanwhile introducing as less new 
parameters as possible. In this chapter, we assume the distribution of a task conforms to normal 
distribution, as for the following reasons: 
As we discussed above, the execution curve is mainly decided by the average and the 
worst-case execution time, less affected by variation or the detailed distribution. 
By central limit theorem, when there are many factors contributing to the sum of a random 
variable and each factor is not to dominant, the sum should approximate a normal distribution. So 
according to our knowledge, most task has a computation time conforms to a normal distribution or 
approximate normal distribution. 
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In our work, we introduce only one new parameter, the average computation time. We use a 
truncated normal distribution, in which the pdf less than 0 and large than cworst is cut off. The 
normal distribution has an average, which is the average computation time. Considered that when the 
average computation time and worst-case computation time is specified, the maximal variance is 
decided by (cworst -cave)cave· So we choose the smaller of (cworst -cave)/2 and cave/2. This is 
reasonable, since [µ - 2a, µ + 2a] can be nested in [ 0, WCET] and the truncated normal 
distribution will not deform a lot. Another reason is that, execution curve is not sensitive to the 
variance. 
6.2.7 RT-DVS Algorithm 
Base on the above analysis, we propose a new RT-DVS algorithm. It takes into account the 
whole task-set as a single task and make a step function approximation of the execution curve. After 
that it checks if the deadline is satisfied from the latest deadline to the earliest deadline. If it is not 
satisfied, it recalculates the new step function at that point. The step function is generated by a linear 
interpolation of a mesh table indexed by ACET and WCET. Figure 6.9 illustrates the RT-DVS 
Algorithm with 3 tasks. We suppose the process frequency can be set with arbitrarily frequency 
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Figure 6.9 RT-DVS Scheduling 
Suppose tasks are sorted in the reverse order of their deadlines. Dn is the last deadline and 
D1 the first deadline. 
c _ lefti is the computation time left at the current time position, it is equal to WCETi -
Executed Timej. 
ACET(D;) is the sum of the following two part before D; 
max(O, c _ left1 - acet1 ) for all 1::::; j::::; n 
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( ) acetJ D; - DJ . , for all j < i 
penodJ 
WCET(D;) is the sum of all these part before D; 
c _left; for arrived instances 
( ) wcet; D; - DJ . , for all j < i 
period; 
Algorithm: 
(1) Calculate ACET(D;) andWCET(D;), Look up the initial frequency J; and J; by the 
normalized A CET(D;) and WCET(D;), calculate the transition point 
(2) Repeat from D11 to D1 with index i 
Check deadline D; , whether the amount of time executed under the execution curve is more 
than WCET(D;), if so, continue to the next iteration, or else go to b; 
Calculate ACET(D,) andWCET(D;), Look up the initial frequency J; and J; by the 
normalized ACET(D;) and WCET(D; ), calculate the transition point. 
J; and J; is the last one passed all the checks. 
n 
(3) Check whether Ic _left; is less than the amount of time executed under the execution 
i=l 
curve, if so, recalculated J; and J; by using WCET(D1 ) ACET(D,), otherwise keep the original 
calculated J; and / 2 • 
This algorithm consider all the tasks in a whole, if the utilization is low, J; is generally less 
than 1, while in La-EDF, the "catch up" frequency is always one, which cause the problem of pushing 
off too much. J; and J; can be calculate by the bounded curve or the unbounded curve. 
Generally speaking, the bounded curve is the best for only one task. If the task is more than one, the 
unbounded curve will be better. This is because, considering the task in a whole is only a approximate 
estimation. With multiple tasks, when a task finishes, time can be reclaimed and the rest tasks can be 
rescheduled. This kind of additional information cause bounded curve deviated from the optimal 
result. While the start frequency of unbounded curve reflect the average frequency and the variance of 
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the distribution of execution time very well. And if the utilization is low, it is just the same as the 
bounded curve. So it is also a good choice to figure out Ji and J; . 
6.3 Simulations and Analysis 
The real-time task sets are generated as follows: each task has an equal probability of having 
a short ( 1-1 Oms), medium ( 10-1 OOms ), or long ( 100-1 OOOms) period. Within each range, task 
periods are uniformly distributed. This simulates the varied mix of short and long period tasks 
commonly found in real-time systems. The WCET is also generated by the same way. After that, 
WCET is scaled such that the utilization is scaled to a specified value. For simplicity, the ACET are 
just a scaled value of WCET by a specified value. The actual task execution time are normally 
distributed around its ACET and has a variance of (c wcet - c acet )! 2 or c acet I 2, whichever the smaller. 
The data of actual task execution time is stored and different algorithm used the same task set for 
simulation and comparison. 
Data are compared between Static EDF, La-EDF, New Algo with Bounded Curve and New 
Algo with Unbounded Curve. The look-up mesh table for linear interpolation is a 20 by 20 table 
indexed by the normalized WCET and ACET. Suppose the optimal energy is the energy 
consumption at the lowest fixed frequency, at which all the workload can finish if we do not care 
about the real-time deadlines. This is the ideal one, and no algorithms can reach to it. Data are relative 
energy consumption with respect to the ideal one. So we can see how much energy saved and 

















Figure 6.11 Task Set with 10 Tasks 
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Figure 6.12 Task Set with 15 Tasks 
Table 6.6 Performances of Various Algorithms 
5 tasks 
Ratio EDF Static La-EDF New Algo with New Algo with 
EDF Bound Curve UnBound Curve 
0.25 730.1241 222.9483 337.4956 127. 7313 125.3834 
0.5 729.8782 222.8032 325.5645 136.5693 131.2304 
0.75 520.4544 142.2832 241.4549 110 .1337 107.8153 
10 tasks 
0.25 731.0892 222.2575 284.5925 116.3642 113. 9962 
0.5 734.4737 224.1536 279.1737 126.1239 120.4245 
0.75 523.2352 143.2232 234.226 107.5591 104.758 
15 tasks 
0.25 734.5851 223.5717 270.5273 116. 7734 114.6844 
0.5 732.3594 223.4918 271.2156 119.0596 114. 9112 
0.75 525.1584 143. 5796 218.589 106.0973 103.2589 
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Figure 6.10 list the task set with 5 tasks. We can see that when the utilization is low, La-EDF 
(serial 2) is the worst, it is even worse than the static EDF algorithm (serial 1). New Algo with 
Unbouned Curve is the best (serial 4) among all the algorithms, it always give the best result. New 
Algo with bounded Curve (serial 3) is better than La-EDF until the utilization is very high. 
Table 6.6 gives the average performance of different utilization for each algorithm. We can 
see that, LaEDF, Static EDF, New Algo with Bound Curve and New Algo without Bound Curve has a 
better performance in that order. We can also see that, the performance is the worst when the ratio is 
middle. Even at this case, it can gain average energy consumption only about 31 % higher than the 
optimal value. We can also see that, big task set performs better than a small one. With 15 tasks and 
ratio of 50%, energy consumption is only about 15% higher than the optimal value. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
The first part of this thesis presents the implementation of Priority Inheritance Protocol (PIP) 
and Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) in FSMLabs' RTLinux. A dummy program is used to test the 
actual behavioral of these schedulers. Our experiments show that PIP and PCP scheduler behave just 
as what we have expected by hand simulation. These two schedulers reach our design goals of 
preventing priority inversion and deadlock, and by dramatically reducing the blocking time of higher 
priority task by lower priority tasks. 
In the second part, we proposed a new RT-DVS algorithm, which can dramatically improve 
the energy efficiency in real-time environment. 
6.1 Contributions 
We extensively use wait-for graph to demonstrate the idea, describe the behavior and analyze 
the blocking time of PIP and PCP algorithms, giving a very clear understanding of these two 
algorithms. By using wait-for graph terms, the objective of PIP and PCP can be expressed as to 
prevent "intruding wait-for trees" and to "break down wait-for trees" respectively. 
FSMLabs'RTLinux only provides a fixed priority driven scheduler. It has no resource access 
control, no deadlock detection mechanism and no task admission control. In this project, we make 
modifications to the data interface, add several functions and successfully implement PIP and PCP in 
RTLinux. At the same time we implement deadlock check and task admission control, we also add a 
new implementation of periodic task, which can repeat for only finite number of times. All these 
modifications make the new scheduler robust and feasible for practical use. 
Experimental results show that the new schedulers can meet our design goal. Especially result 
shows that PCP is a very good protocol and can be easily implemented by LIFO. 
Because of its free and open-coded, RTLinux is an excellent platform for real-time system 
research. 
In the second part of this thesis, we analyze the optimal execution curve of real-time task to 
save energy, based on which, a new RT-DVS algorithm is proposed. The algorithm takes the 
advantages the statistical property of task and introduce only one new parameter-the average 
execution time-to dramatically lower the energy consumption. It can approach the optimal energy 
consumption when the task set's actual execution time variance approaches zero. 
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6.2 Future Work 
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first implementation of resource protocol (PIP, PCP) 
in RTLinux. The future works include: 
The current implementation considers only mutex. Further work is needed to extend it to 
semaphores, which have multiple instance of the same resource. 
The current implementation was tested with dummy task sets. However testing the scheduler 
and protocols with actual workload will reveal what is the time granularity limit of a RT-Linux based 
real-time system. Because the finer the granularity, the more the overhead of the scheduler, 
granularity cannot be infinitely small. 
In the second part of this thesis, we take the whole task set as a single task, which 
underutilize the information available. Future work includes the analysis of the optimal execution of 
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